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(presented by  the Commission) 
--' EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1.  -INTRODUCTION 
1.1.  This proposai is for a Council Directive t~ replace Directive 93/89/EEC which was 
annulled by the European Court 'of  Justice on 5 July 1995 on grounds of procedural 
irregulari~es. To  avoid  a legal  vacuum,  the .  effects  of the Directive ·were to be 
. maintained untif the Council· had adopted new legislation.  (  .· 
1.2.  In  addition,  Article  7(f)  of the  Directive  requires  that  on 1 January  1997  the 
maximum rate of user charges set in that Article shall be reviewed and the Council 
shall make the necessary adjustments.  . 
L3.  To fulfil  these  legal  obligations,. the  Commis~ion is  now  qringing forward  this 
· proposaL  In  so  doing,  it 'is  taking  the  opportunity  to  propose  a further -step  in 
developing Community policy· on fair and- efficient pricing in transport. 
2. .  THE BA.CKGRpUND TO THE PROPOSAL . 








The  realization  of the. importance _  of vehicle  taxatiqn  for  the  road . 
. transport market in the Commtmity  dates back many  years.· Already in· 
the 1960s a large scale investigation took place of the. various aspects of 
charging for the use ofinfrastructllre and in 1968 the. Commission made 
.  a proposal on a taxation system for commercial  vehicles.  In  June 1978 
'the Councjl  agreed in  principle ·to  the, draft Directive but it was never 
fo1mally adopted.  - . 
· In January  1988 a nev/proposal on the charging of road:infrastiucture 
. costs to .heavy goods vehicles
1 was put forWard,_ in which the prinCiple of 
territoriality  was  introduced.'  This  proposal  was  modified  by  the 
Commission proposal of February  1991  and· September. 1992
2  and was 
finally adopted as Directive 93/89/EEC
3
.  The objective ofthe Dir~ctive. 
was to contribute towards the elimina!ion of .distortions of competition 
between  transport undertakings  in  the  Member  States by harmonising 
levy systems and  establishing faiimechanisms for charging infrastructure_ 
costs to hauliers.  The text which was adopted in October 1993  set, fo( 
goods  vehicles  over  12  tonnes:  throughout  the  Community,  minimum 
levels of  vepic;le taxes, the conditions ·under which Member States could 
. introduce  "road  user  charges"  for·  the  use  of their· primary  roads,· 
.maximum levels of user charges andrestricted toll levels to the coverage 
of infrastructure costs.  -
2.1.3.  In October 1992.Council Directive  92/82/EEC
4 on the approximation of 
the rates .of excise duties on mineral  oils set minitnum levels  for diesel 
· fuel.  This  is  the  fuel  used  by  virtually all  heavy  _goods  vehicles  m 
.  _the Community.  - · 
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2.1 A.  Further to these legal  acts the Commission has published:  in  1992, the 
White Paper on the future development of  the common transport policys, 
_  and in  1995,  the_ Green Paper ''Towards Fair and Efficiem-J>ricing in 
Transport"
6  and a report reviewing the minimum rates of excise· duty
7
. 
2.1.5,  The White Paper on the future development of the common transport . · 
policy  acknowledged  that there  was  an  urgent ne-ed  to adopt  a  more 
·comprehensive transport  strategy  .. It argued  that there was· a  growing 
realization that the road transport sector was showing unsustainable trends 
with increasing levels. of pollution and  congestion,. and suggested that 
. pricing instruments would need to be used more intensively than before; 
as part of an overall transport strategy,' ~o influence this sector. 
2.1.6.  In its Green. Paper "Towru:ds Fair and Efficient Pricing in Transport", the 
Commission· developed further these ideas. This wide ranging discussion 
document sought to stimulate debate on ways in which fair and efficient 
pricing  can  contribute  towards  redressing  the  unsustainable  trends  of. 
transport in .the European Community and on  how external costs might 
be internalized, particularly for road transport. The paper recognized that 
there was widespread acceptance of  ~he problem of  the external costs of . 
transport and need for action, but that it was less clear how these costs 
should be taken into account.  ' 
2.1.7.  Jn its report reviewing the minimum ratf!S ofexcise duty, the Commission 
recognized that national rates on motor fuels are generally significantly 
higher than the minimum rates .and  that the latter need to be  increa~ed 
meaningfully if they are to fulfil their purpose. of assisting in the process 
· ·  of rate approximation.  A new (second) report is due  b~fore the end. of 
1996.  The  Commission  is  also  carrying  out an  extensive  review  of 
vehicle  related  taxes  .in  the·  Member  -States.  Finally,  following  its 
discussions  on  the  Commission's  carbon/energy  tax  prop6sals
8
,  the 
ECOFIN Council. of 11  March  1996. invited the Commission to bring 
forward.new proposals for a global approach to the taxation of energy 
products. This approach is likely to incorporate the existing excise system 
. for mineral oils, and establish minimum levels of  taxation necessary for 
both- internal market and environmentat policy reasons. The next review 
'  of minimum  rates will  be an  integral  part of the preparation of  these 
new proposals. 
'  .  ' 
2.1.8.  Furthermore,  with  the  ~im of establishing  a  balanced  and  efficient 
transport  system,  the . Community . is  developing  instruments  of  a 
regulatory, technical or organizational-nature to promote the use of other .. 
· inland  transport  modes:·  rail  (opening  up  of the  market),  combined 
transport (Pilot Actions in relation to Combined Transport - PACT), and 
inland waterway transport (market restructuring).  These instruments aim 
at  increasing the· attractiveness of trli;nsport  modes other than road, by 
concen~rating ·on  improving  a  number of vital  determinants  of modal 
choice,  s.uch  as for example· the quality of service.  · 
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3 2.2.  The current  situation . 
The instruments for imposing_ charges on heavy goods vehicles applied"'Current1y in 
the Community are:  vehicle taXes,  fuel excise duties,  road tolls  and  user, charges 
such-as defined in the current proposaL The relative importance of  these instruments 
·.  in  terms of the total revenues they generate in the Community can be seen in the 
. table below. Total revenues from goods vehicles in the Union were estimated to be 
some  33~8 billion ecu in  1995:  77%  of these revenues came from  ·diesel· excise 
duty;  15%  from . vehicle  taxes;  6%  from  tolls  and  2%  from' user  charges 
.(Eurovignette  and AL,Istrian  system}. 
Table 1 
Taxes, tolls and charges paid by goods vehicles in ·1995 
in billion ecu -




Revenue  26  5  . 2'  0:8  33.8 
Source: Estimation  b~sed  ~n iriformation provided by Member States to ·the  Commissi~n Services.  / 
2.2.1.  . Vehicle tax·es 
2.2.1.1.  Vehicle taxes  are  levied  in  the- country of registration  on  an 
. annu~ basis and are differentiated according to certain vehicles 
· characteristics such as:  engine power,  gross .oi unladen vehicle 
weight and number or configuration ·of axles.  The fact .that the 
vehicle characteristics being-used in the Member States' national 
. · ·tax systems still vary across the Commuqity results in difficulties 
.  and inaccuracies when. comparing tax rates, Following the entry  · 
into  force  of  Directive 93/89/EEC  an  adjustment ·towards the 
· minimum levels set in the Directive has been  realize~. Currently 
the majority ofMember States apply vehicle tax rates  above the 
minimum  levels  (which  in  the  case  of  -France,  Greece,  Italy, -· 
Portugal and Spain are 50% lower until 31  December  19~7). The 
UK  and  to·  a  lesser  extent  Germany  and  Ireland  apply 
considerably higher rates.  Table. 2· below shows indicatively the 
1995 tax rates of some common vehicle  types  in  a number of 
Member- States.  ·  ·.  · - ·  ·  ·  .·  ·  · 
2.2.:1 ~2. ·vehicle taxes,  by  their nature  (fixed  ann~al amounts),  and  in 
spite of  the fact that they offer scope for some differentiation of· 
· rates,  cannot  provide a  fair  charge  for the use that a  vehicle · 
' really makes of the roads  an9 do not tackle the problem ,of cost 
.  recovery for vehicle use in  a country. other thari the country of 
.  registration.  Furthermore,  as · vehicle  taxes  still ·differ· from 
·  country to country,and because they are not necessarily  related 
·  'to actual i'nfrastructure costs, they adversely affect the conditions 
of cqmpetition among transport hauliers. The structure of actual 
vehicle taxes in· the  Union  is  subject to an  ongoing extensive 
review by .the Commission.  ·  · 
.  4 Table 2 
Vehicle taxes of selected types of  vehi~les  in  1995 · 
- in ecu. 
GVW  NVW  PAYLOAD·  Axle 
No  DK  E  IRL  EU  L  NL  p  UK 
· tonnes  min_ 
18  7.5.  10.5  ·2  1 019  440  734  111  277  832  419 
32  10.8  21.2  4  1 778.  440  I  247  537  544  1 049  1 021  '5  449 
38  13.5  24.5  2+3  1 940  458  1 759  700  709  1 021  3 974 
40  14.3'  25.7  2+3  1 940  458  1 930  700  709 
.. 
1021 
Source: Commission services 
·  GVW =  Gross vehicle weight 
NVW =  Net  vehicle weight 







2.2.2.1.  Fuel  excise  duties ·  currently  applied  in  all  Member  States 
provide the largest. part (see table 1 above) of the revenue from 
heavy  goods vehicles.  In  applicatio_n  of Directive  92/82/EEC 
which entered into force in 1993  diesel excise dutY  rates in all 
Member States are now above· the minimum  level set at.245 ecu 
per ·1  000  litres.  Actual  (April. 1996)  rates  are  shown· irt  the 
table 3 below.  · 
Table 3 
Diesel excise duties 
April  1996 
m ecu per woo r  ttres 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  Greece  Spain.  France  Ireland  .Italy 
302  300.  329  245  273  354  303  361 
Lux  NL  Austria  Portugal  Finlanq  Sweden  UK  EU 
min 
263  327  3Ql  326  '  291  29)  406  245 
Source: Coinmission services 
5 .. 
2.2.2.2.  Increased  intra-:Community  transport, .  the  differences  in  fuel 
pri~es across the Co!llmunity, the_ increased c"pacity of vehicle 
. fuel  tanks and the fact that some smaller countries can be easily. 
· crossed  without  the  need  to  refuel  the.  vehicle  mean  that 
frequently fuel will not· be purchased in the Member State where  · 
a vehicle is driven.  When this occurs the vehicle is not makirig 
a  contribution  through  fuel  taxes  to  the  costs  of the  road 
· infrastructure  it  uses. 
2.2:2.3.  Fui:thertnore, while there is  a fairly  good relationship between 
. the quantity of fuel  used arid  the distance driven by a vehicle, 
the Commission's Green Paper explored the limitations of this 
relationship when comparing the infrastructUre damage caused . 
. by different types of  freight vehh;le.  Similarly, whi'e there ~s a 
relationship between ,the  quantity of fuel  used and the noxious 
emissions  ·for  a ··specific·  model  of .. vehicle,  advances  in 
_ technology  have ·  f!1eant  that  more  modem  vehicles  emit  . 
. sig]J.ificantly less 'pollutants than olcier vehicles for the same fuel  · 
consumption. Congestion; which represents 'probably the greatest  -
e){ternal cost of~road transport, is very loosely related to the level 
of fuel  consumption. 
2.2.2.4~  These teasonssuggestthat exclusive reliance on fuel duty would . 
. -be a  limited tool  for charging for road use,  despite the simple, 
well7established  and  in~xpensive way  iri  which  it  is  applied .. · 
-Complementary instrut?ents are  t~erefore necessary . 
. 2.2.3. Tolls 
2.2.3 .l.  Tolls are employed by a number  of  Member -States to charge for. 
the :use  of motorways or other  individual  expensive pieces of 
· infrastructUre.  Balancing the requirements for simplicity in the 
levying of the tolls against the need for some differentiation in 
their rates, Member States usually apply 3 to 5 charging bands · 
co~esponding to- an equivalent broad classification of  vehicles. 
2.2.3.2:  Directive 93/89 requires the level  of tolls to  be related  to the 
cost of constructing, operating and Qevelopingthe infrastructure 
network·. ccinc.emed.  However,  the  differentiation  . currently 
applied is frequently not well related to the actu.al.costs imposed 
on the road.  .  · 
/  2.2.3.3.  Toll  rates  for  a similar vehicle vary,  sometimes  sul;>staritially, 
both among and within Member States. Of course, as long as toll 
rates. are set at levels designed to cover road costs and not  ·.to 
/ · serve  other. purposes,  for  example,  to  raise  general  revenue; 
there is .no justification for toll  rates  to_  be uniform  since road · 
'costs are not uniform .either.  A rate  of 0.12 ecu .per  kilometre 
could  be  quoted  as  indicating  the  middle  of the- range  in 
2.2.3.4. 
the Community. .  · 
.  . .  ' .  '  .  .  . 
Road tolls by  their nature are the most  "territorial" instrument 
currently used iri the Community. However, the present method 
· for their application  presents a particularly problematic. feature · 
with respect- to their  potentially  generalised- use:  they  require  , 
the installation  of toll  plazas,' which  is  often  difficult  and 
costly or  sorrietiines  practically. impossible · iri.  the  ·case·  of 
existing infrastructure. 
6 .. 
/  .. 
"' 
/ 
2.2.4.  User charges 
2.2.4.1.  User charges were  introduced  by  Directive  93/897EEC  as. the 
·  counterpart of tolls  when these were for  whatever reason  not 
·  possible or simply undesirable.l'he difference between tolls and 
· user charges is that the latter fo(reasons of functional simplicicy 
relate to  the-. whole  motorway  (or primary road)  network in  a 
Member State rather than to specific parts of it as in the ca~e of . · 
tolls.  For  the  same  reasons  user  charges  are· based  on  the 
duration  of the  use  of the  infrastructure  rather  than  on  the 
·distance driven.  Because of their time basis user charges can 
have_ only  aif approximate  relationship  with  actual  use ·and 
therefore  with  the  costs  of. the  infrastructure.  They  have, 
. however,  the  advantage  of constituting  a  significantly,  less 
serious  hindrance to  traffic and of requiring :qo road space for 
their collection:  · 
2.2.4.2.  Directive  93/89/EEC  set  the  maximum  annual  rate. of user 
charges and the requirement that rates shall be in proportion to 
the duration of the  use made of the infrastructure.  No further 
. differentiation by vehicle type was required.  · 
. 2.2.4.3.  Prior to joining the Community, Austria operated a user cha~ge 
system  which applied  much higher levels of charges than those 
allow~d in  Directive  93/89/EEC. ·  As  part  of the  accession 
agreement these were to be reduced and will be in line with the 
levels in Directive 93/89/EEC by 1997. 
2.2.4.4.  In.- conformity with Directive. 93/89/EEC a user charge system 
(often·  referred  to  as  the  Eurovignette  system)  has . .been 
introduced  since  1  January  1995  in  . Belgjum,  Denmark, 
Germany, Luxembourg and  ·the  Netherlands (since  1 January 
1996).  Sweden  will. join  the  system  (January  1997)  if the 
Swedish Parliament ratifies the governments decision to accede. 
2.2.4.5.  According  to  an  agreement  · between  the  participating 
· Member States,  each  one  is  responsible  for  the  levy  of the 
charge  on  its  territory  from  both  national · and  non-national 
hauliets,  whereas  the  responsibility  for  the  collection  of the 
charge  outside  the  territory  of the  participating  countries  (in. 
a "zone"  around  them)  is  shared  between  Germany  and 
Denmark.  Belgium,  Denmark  and  Luxembourg  apply  only 
annual  rates  (  two  levels  dependipg  on  the  number  of the 
vehicle's (!Xles) for vehicles registered in their territory; whereas 
Germany and the Netherlands also have. monthly,  weekly  and 
daily ·vignettes.  The  same  system  (two  categories of vehicles 
and four time periods) applies to all  vehicles not belonging to. 
the  Me~ber  States subscribing t6 the common system. 
2.2.5. Infrastructure costs · 
2.2.5.1.  Historically,. the fixed and variable costs of infrastructure have 
. been funded through the mix of fuel  duty  and vehicle taxes. 
Fuel  duty roughly  approximates to road usage.  To compensate 
for the fact  thaf fuel  dutY  is  not  a good fit  to variable costs, 
which depend  heavily  on  aXle-weights,  Member  States  have 
attempted  to  compensate  ~y increasing  differentiation-" of the 
vehicle  taxes~  While  overall  revenue  may  be  adequate,  this 
provides poor signals to  users because the variable  costs arise 
7 from  road  usage  to  which  vehicle. taxes  are  unrelated  and 
because  the  charges  are  not  paid  when  road ~inage is 
actually caused: . 
. 2.2.5.2.  In  the  current ·situation  tolls  and  user  charges  have  been 
introduced as an attempt to charge fixed and variable costs when 
they arise. However; these charges are only partly differentiated 
and are therefore not in proportion to the costs being caused. As 
· a result there- remains an  overall  mismatch  in. the use  of fuel 
duty and vehicle taxes to fund the fixed and variable costs. 
2.2.5.3.- It is desirable  over time for charges to be better refated to the 
costs which are being recovered. Therefore tolls and user charges 
should  become  inc;;reasingly  . differentiated·  ·as  technology, 
particularly telematics, makes this feasible, These charges should 
increasingly  approximate· to the actual  cost of u.sing  the road, 
that is, the variable cost. As a step in this direction user charges 
and vehicle taxes-.shmild be more differentiated, 
2.2.5.4.  When  road  pricing is  sufficiently advancyd to be used  on·  all 
roads,  it would be possible to use it to replace fuel  duty as the 
main  means  of charging for variable costs,  and  t9  reduce  the . 
reliance on the use of other taxes and charges for this purpose. 
However,  in.  the  meantime,  these  instruments  will  still  be 
necessary  to  recover ·and  provide  incentives  to  reduce  costs. 
Moreover, it should be recalled  that _the current approach within 
the European Union towards fuel  taxation  is likely to continue 
to be governed not only by transport policy concerns but also by 
broader fiscal  policy  considerations,  in  particular the fact  that 
fuel  duties are an  important source of revenue. 
\.  .  . 
2:2.5.5 .. The high degree ofdifferentiation in advanced charging systems· 
requires  the  introduction  of pay-as-you-go  telematics  based 
pricing systems as outlined in the Green Paper. The Commission 
is  pursuing research in the field  of telematics with this aim  in 
mind,  but  it  i~  clear  that  telematics  technology  will  not  be 
available for wide scale implementation in the near future.  Any 
such system will need to be interoperable  on a European wide 
·basis to ensure. the greatest benefits.  The Community's role in 
setting clear  requirements  to  ensure tqis interoperability will be 
crucial.  Furthermore, the possibilities offered by electronic fee 
collection  systems,  with  · automatic  classification  and 
enforcement,  and  by  weigh-in-motion  techniques,  capable  of 
measuring  actual  axle  weight  at  high  speed  and  thereby 
,allowing the setting of charges closer to real costs, will also need 
tb be examined.  · 
2.2.5.6.  As regards the deteimination of the !~vel of charges required to 
recover infrastructure costs Member States have so far applied 
a  number of different methodologies.  Usually,  the total  af!nual 
· expenditure  for  new  road  construction  and  maintenance  was 
allocated  to  broad  categories  of vehicles, . so  that  the  total 
resulting  r:evenu~ .  would  cover  in  vaiying  degrees  the  total 
expenditure.  It  is  clear  that,  if a  harmonized  approach  to 
infrastructure charging is to. apply  in the Community, common 
methods  need to  be adopted  both with regard to the elements 
which will determin·e  .the total costs, and not simply the annual 
expenditure,  to  be  allocated  and  with  regard  to  how  this 
allocation  should.  be  made  to  different  vehicle  types.  This, is 
8 particularly  important in order to  ensure transparency  of rates 
and  non discrimination when  electronic fee  collection systems 
· are used.  In  the  meantime,  the  following  estimatesnave been 
made  of  the  amount  of  total  infrastructure  costs  in  the 
Community  and  of the  average  costs  related  to  heavy  goods 
vehicles,  on  the  basis  of which  appropriate  charges  should 
be fixed.  · 
2.2.5.7.  Total  annual  expenditure·  on  roads  in  the  CommunitY  is 
estimated to be some 65  billion ecu
9
.  Estimating the total cost, 
which will include interest charges for the capital value of the 
network,  is  more  uncertain  but  it  is  probably  around 
90 billion ecu per year
10 of which about 30 billion ecu
11  can be 
attributed to goods vehicles above 12 tonnes. The annual revenue 
from  taxes,  charges and tolls paid by all  goods vehicles above 
3.5  tonnes
12 
·  amounts  to  some  34  billion ecu
13
.  In  1995 
approximately 4.8 million goods vehicles above 3.5 tonnes were 
r.egistered  in  the·union. Of these 2 million were heavy  goods 
vehicles above 12 tonnes:This suggests that heavy goods vehicles 
above 12 tonnes do not fully pay  their total infrastructure costs. 
2.2.5.8.  Moreover,  the  current  structure  of  charging  schemes  for 
individual  vehicle  types  does  not  correspond  to  the  real 
· infrastructure costs caused.  Indicatively,  it has been estimated 
that infrastf1:1cture costs vary. from 0.07 eculkm for a 12 tonnes 
truck  to  0.29  ecu/km  for  a  (3+2)  axle  articulated  vehicle  of 
38 tonnes total  weigh~. On one hand the structure of the vehicle 
taxes applied by  most Member States follows these  differences 
in infrastructure costs.  This is in· line with Directive 93/89/EEC, 
although  the  minimum  levels  laid  down  therein  do  not 
correspond to  the  necessary  levels  for  cost recovery.  On the 
other  hand,  current user  charge  levels  are  hot  appropriately 
differentiated.  In fact,  for reasons of administrative simplicity, 
there are only two charge levels based on the number of axles 
(less  than A  axles  and  more  than  four  axles),  leading  to  the. 
undesirable effect of vehicles having the same total weight being 
· charged  more if they  have  4  axles  than if they  only  have 
3 axles.  This  is  in  contradiction  with  the  levels  of  the 
infrastructure costs caused  by these two types of vehicles. 
2.2.5.9.  Consequently, to ensurethat total vehicle charges are sufficient 
to  recover  infrastructure  costs,  the  infrastructure  element  of 
average charges must be appropriately differentiated; this implies 
that for some vehiCle types  charges will  have to be increased, 
whereas for others they will have to be reduced. 
9  The  information provided by Member States suggests expenditures of  65 billion ecu. This 
level  corresponds  well  with  UN  statistics  on  expenditu~es on  motorways,  other  supra 
regional  and regional roads.  If also local and urban roads are included the expenditures 
can be estimated to at least 80 billion ecu. 
10  The capital  expendi~ure is approximately 45%  of the total  expenditure.  An interest rate 
of 8% and a relation between capital expenditure and capital cost of 1:1.7 has been used. 
11  If also local and urban roads are included the cost will be 36 billion ecu. 
12  Information  regarding  the  exact  revenue  from  HGV  above  12  tonnes  alone  is 
not available. 
13  Esti~ation based on information provided by Member States to the Commission Services. 
9 2.2.6.  Differentiation in infrastructure charging 
2.2.6.1. 
2.2.6.2. 
There are two types of road infrastructure cost whicnneed to be 
allocated among road users;  these are the capitat: costs of road  -· -
construction  and  the  damage  costs- arising  from  road  use. 
Capital  costs  arise  from  the· need  to  create  or.  expand  road 
capacity.  These  costs  are  dependent  on  the  road  space  and 
characteristics  of  different  types  of vehicles.  Heavy_  goods 
vehicles  are. large and  relatively  slow  moving  especially  on 
inclines. Therefore they lead to a need for greater capaCity than · 
if·the road was to cater only  for cars. In addition because of 
their weight arid axle loading, the roads  must be constructed to 
a  greater  strength  leading  to  additional  cost.  Allocation  of 
capital costs  to  different vehicle  types  is  often  in  line  with 
- these considerations.  · 
Considerable research  has been conducted  on overall levels of 
road damage caused by heavy goods vehicles and different axle 
and  suspension types.  From this  rese.arch  i,t  is possible to say 
with some accuracy  how m,uch  damage is caused by correctly· 
loaded trucks of  different configurations. Damage costs may then 
be  apportioned  on  the  basis  of average  distan<;:es  travelled. 
Member States have· for a long time employed graduated annual 
vehicle  taxes,  for  lorries  in  recognition  of  the:  relationship 
between axle weight and. road damage.  It was this information 
coupled with the appportioning of capital' costs which provided 
the  ·basis  for  the  minimum  tax  .  levels  put  :forward  by 
. the Commission  in  its  1991  proposal.  Evidence  a~so points to 
there  peing · further  -significant  benefits  to  be  gained  from 
encouraging the greater use of lorries with more axles and  road 
friendly suspension.  · 
2.2.6.3.  As  the  costs  of road  use  vary  significantly  across  vehicle 
characteristics,· in time and in space, .efficient charging requires 
accurate differentiation in a number of respects.  The allocation 
-of costs  to  different  road. users  should  also  be  reviewed. 
Provided certain conditions on the cost structUre are met and an 
efficient infrastructure investment policy is applied, cost recovery 
· on the basis of marginal-cost pricing should recover most costs 
in  the  long  run.  However,  it is  likely  that  charges  based  on 
average ·costs will also have to be used, particularly  early on. 
2.2. 7.  External costs 
2.2. 7. L  There  are  a  wide  range  of other  costs  which  are  directly 
attributable to the use of roads.  These factors include the cost 
of policing, accidents,  congestion; and  other environmental and 
social  factors  such  as  npise and  pollutant' emissions.  Currently 
·these costs are borne by the rest of society either through general : 
taxation to pay for example for emergency services and hospital 
· treatment,  or through the  impacts of noise  and  emissions and 
accidents on  the  health  and  quality  of life  of the  population. 
Congestion  costs  are  currently  borne  by  road  users through-
longer journey  times,  however  because  of the different value 
placed on time by road users this is a very inefficent method of 
allocating capacity.  · 
10 2.2.7.2.  Although there is large unc_ertainty surrounqing cost estimates of· 
individual  externalities  and  costs vary significantly across and 
w~thin modes, ahd  tim~  and place ofuse, the order or  magnitude 
of the  total  costs  - which  is broadly  comparable_ to  the total 
direct  contribution· of inland transport  modes  to  GDP  - is· so 
large that action is warranted.  In the future it will be desirable 
to  ensure  a ·better approximation  between .  these  costs  and· the_ 
level of ¢harges, but improv~d technology will be necessary. to 
implement more refined charging. 
2.2.7.3.  Based  on  specific  emissions  of a  repre.seritative  Euro I  truck 
during an inter-urban driving cycle the cost of  only one type of 
local  air pollution has been conservatively estimated at slightly 
more than 0. 03 ecU/km 
14
. This figure does not include other form · 
of air  pollution  costs  ·or  other  externalities  such  as  noise,  . 
congestion  or  accidents ·and  can. ~herefore  be  seen  as  a 
very cautious  estimate  of  the  relevant  external  costs  in 
the Community.  ·  · 
2.2. 7.4.  A  number of  organization~ have undertaken work to attempt to 
estimate  the  tofal. external  costs  above .  the  local  air  pollution 
discussed  _aoove.  The  Commission's  Green  Paper  gave  an 
average  figure  derived from  literature  on  the .subject of some 
0.033  ecu per tonne-Ian :for  road freight excluding congestion 
costs.  On  the basis of certain assumptions to translate the cost 
estimate per tonne-Ian into a cost per vehicle-km,  it is possible 
to  derive an average figure for the extei}lal  costs, of road freight 
haulage  of about  0.5  ecu  per  kilometre  travelled  excluding· 
congestion costs.  A recent study by ECOPLAN
15 provided some 
evidence that external costs  in Alpine areas might be as high. as 
2 ecu per vehicle-Ian for HGVs.  · 
2.2.7.5:  Existing charging systems do not allow for distance dependent 
charging  and  therefore  annual  charges  have  to  be  based  on 
estimates of annual  distance  driven  and  the  estimated .cost  per 
kilometre.  However·, flat rate environmental charges have a very 
low  efficieQ.cy  in  terms  of affecting  distances  travelled  and 
therefore  appropriate  differentiation of the  charges  is  more 
important than a high absolute level. 
2.2.8.  Differentiation of external costs 
2.2.8.1.  The control of tninsport related air pollution in.the Community 
has  over  the  last  ten .  years  followed  a  uniquely  regulatory 
approach:  e!Jlission  standards  for  vehicles  have  been  set. 
Current! y three. different standards can be. identified for heavy 
·goods  vehicle  emissions,  these  are  pre  1988  (referred  to  as 
· non-Euro  ), Euro I which became mandatory in October 1993 and 
Euro II which becomes mandatory in Octqber 1996. 
!o~  An. evaluation  of 3 ecu/kg  NOx  gives  a  conceniative  estimate  of air  pollution  cost, 
exclu-ding  particulate matters· (PMX  at 0.03 ·ecu/km, for a .common type of vehicle. 
15  The effects of including external  costs of road freight transport it1to  infrastructure user 
charges: _a  case study for the Alps.  ECOPLAN March  1-996 
11 2.2.8.2.  These reguiations specify the maximm:n level-of pollutants which 
may be emitted by engines complying with the regulation.  The 
specifications cover  a number of substances but  ~weighting 
these we can arrive at relative levels of overall  pollution from 
different vehicle types. In this way, ifEuro I pollutant levels are 
classified· as 100  (units) the Commission estimates that pollutant 
emission.s  from  pre-Euro  trucks  are  about  180  and  Euro  II 
emissions are around 70.  These estimates can therefore be used 
·as the basis for differentiation ofthe external costs generated by 
different vehicle types. 
2.2.8.3.  External costs do not only vary betwe~n vehicle types,  ther~ can· 
also  he  significant  variations  in  the  level  of external  costs 
between different locations in  time and  space  .. 
2.3.  ·-Fu.rther considerations 
2.3.1.  Thecreation of the single  market and  its vitality  has  led  to increasing · 
levels of  internal trade. The expansion of  the Community in January 1995 
has further expanded growth in intra-Community trade. This expansion 
makes  increasing  demands on infrastructure  and  over  time  leads  to 
demands for new infrastructUre and requires methods of making better. use 
of existing capacity. 
2.3.2.  The environmentalproblems arising from road transport are increasingly 
recognized.  In many circumstances this is a local or regional matter' that 
'·  should be solved within MemberStates. However, Community action has 
to be considered where cross-border externalities exists, where there is an 
effect  on  the  internal  market,  where  Community  action  can  achieve 
economies of scale and where policy spill-over exists.  Th~  environmental 
problems which arise in the context of  international goods transport ful'fil 
a number of these criteria.  · 
2.3.3.  The expansion of the Community is having a deep  effect on the alpine 
·  region  which  forms  a  natural  barrier  between  much  of Northern. and 
Southern Europe.  For example,  between  1984 and  1994 the number of 
heavy goods vehicle trips through~  the region increased twice as fast as the 
average  transport  increase  in  the  Union
16
.  As  there  have  historically 
always been a limited number of routes through  this area the growing 
trade · betwee:v  Northern  and  Southern  European  countries  is  putting 
increased pressure on this limited number of transit routes. 
· 2.3.4.  ·In addition to the volume of tniffic, the geography of the region leads to 
particularly  high ·infrastructure  and  maintenance  costs  and  the  alpine 
environment is also particularly  sensitive to the effects of pollution.  As 
a result, alpine. States both inside. (Austria, France and Italy) and outside 
(Switzerland)  t~e . Community,  to  a  greater  or  lesser  degree,  are 
experiencing  serious  probl"ems.  It  is  therefore  important · that  the 
Community•s transport strategy should address soon the specific concerns 
of this region in a comprehensive way.  This will be done in·the context 
. of the Environmental  Impact' Framework that  has  been  announced  in 
the 
11Common .. Transport  .Policy  . Action  Programme  1995-2000
11 
(COM(95) 302 flnal). · 
16  Source:  Secretariat ·general  of  the  Swiss  Department.  ·for  Energy  imd  Transport, 
October 1995. 
12 3.  THE PROPOSAL 
3.i.  Objectives 
3.1.1.  Flowing  from  the  problems  outlined,  the  Commission's  principal 
objectives for this proposal are: 
(a)  To further the development of the internal market in road transport. 
(b)  To  ensure  better  reco~ery  of costs  associated  with  road  use, 
including externalities. 
(c)  To allow for greater differentiation in charges in line with costs. 
(d)  To  see  further  moves  towards  the  principle  of territoriality  in 
charging for road use. 
3.1.2.  The general aim of furthering the development of the internal market is 
achieved by ensuring that the proposal reduces distortions to competition. 
This  objective is  achieved by  further harmonizing tax and user charge 
levels  for identical· vehicle  categories,  irrespective  of the  country  of 
registration. However, the correct functioning of  the internal market also 
requires  the  provision  and  maintenance  of adequate infrastructure,  the 
costs of  which need to be recovered from users. For this to be carried out 
fairly, greater differentiation in charges is ne~ssary. Similarly, provisions 
are needed to allow charges to reflect different levels of.external costs. 
Finally,  charging has  increasingly to be  carried out on  a territoriality 
basis so that c9sts are recovered where they arise. 
3.1.3.  The  main  features  of the  Directive  which  will  ensure  th;tt  the  other 
objectives can be met are: 
(a)  The introduction of greater differentiation in  the levels of annual 
vehicle taxes and user charges .for individual vehicle categories in 
line with the costs caused. 
This is  intended to ensure that charges are more closely linked to 
cost  and  provide  incentives  to  vehicle  operators  to  use  less 
damaging vehicles.  / 
This differentiation will lead to an increase in the weighted average 
of annual  user charges from 1 020 ecu to 1 258  ecu~ user charges· 
for low· damage, Euro II vehicles will go down to 750 ecu,  whilst 
for  high  damage,  non- Euro vehicles user  charges will  go  up  to 
2 000 ecu. 
(b)  The introduction  of changes in  the rules governing vehicle taxes, 
user charges and tolls  to  put greater emphasis  on the use related 
element (notably user charges and tolls) so as to move towards the 
principle of territoriality in charging for road use. 
13 (c)  A further harmonisation of the structure and levels of vehicle taxes 
and charges across the C9mmunity.  · 
This  objective is  reached  by  the  introduction  of a  range  within 
which the levels of  user charges and vehicle taxes can vary (defined 
by minimum and maximum levels) as well·as rules on the structure 
of these charges  and taxes.  Whilst leaVing  appropriate room  for 
dealing  with  variations  in  infrastructure  costs·  across  the 
Community, these measures seek to furtherthe development of  the 
internal market in  road haulage.  · 
(d)  The introduction of the possibility of an  external  cost element in 
tolls and user charges  . 
(e) 
(t) 
Tolls are curi:ently  only ;permitted to recover infrastructure co.sts: 
In line with user charges it is proposed that ari  element of external 
cost may alsobe charged 
The introduction of the  concept· of sensitive routes  for which  a 
larger  external cost element· can  be  charged,  in  recognition  of 
higher external costs on them.  · 
Specific  requirements  for  shorter  period  user  charges.  It is also 
proposed that their rates  should be made more attractive thereby 
encouraging a move  towards marginal cost ch~rging.  . 
A  summary of the current and proposed charges for different vehicle 
types  are  shown  in  table  4  below  (Annex  1  gives  a  comprehensive 
description of the changes). 
/ 
14 Vehcile type 
2+2 axle o.s 38 t 
non Euro 
2+2 axle a.s 38 t 
non Euro 
2+2 axle a.s 
38 t Euro I 
2+2 axle a.s 
38  t Euro II 
2+3 axle o.s 
38 t non Euro 
2+3 axle a.s 
38 t  non Euro 
3+3  axle o.s 
38 t  non Euro 
3+3  axle a.s 
38 t  non Euro 
3+  3 axle o.s . 
38 t  Euro II 
3+3 axle a.s  -· 
38 t  E;uro  II 
(a) minimum rates 
(b) maximum rates 
Table 4 
Changes in  the levels of vehicle taxes and user charges 
ecu p.a. 
Current and proposed charges for different vehicle types 
-
All  In Member States that  In Member States that apply User Charges 
Member  . do not apply User 
. 
States  Charges 














vehicle tax  chan~e in  vehicle tax 
levelsC•>  annual  levelsC•l 
vehicle tax 
854  +21  0 
'. 
563  +21  0 
512  +10·  0 
465  o.  0. 
623  +21  0 
448  +21  0 
272  +21  0 
225  +21  0 
225  0  0 
186  0  0 
a.s =  air suspension or equivalent 
o.s = other suspension 
15 
Current  Proposed. Percentage 
annual user annual user  change in 
charge(b>  charge  (b)  annual 
user 
charge 
1 250  2 000  +60 
1 250  1 500  +20 
1 250  '1 350  +8 
1 250  1 250  0· 
1 250  1 500  +20 
1250  1500  +20 
1250  1000  -20 
1250  1000  -20 
- . 
-1250  750  -40 
1250  750  -40 3.2.  The con~ent of the proposal 
(~)  The scope of the proposal (Article  2} 
3.2.1.  -As  in  Directive  93/89/EEC,  the  scope  of. the  current  proposal- is . 
unchanged and is therefore limited to goods vehicles of over 12  tonnes 
gross vehicle weight.  .  -
(b} .  Ann~al  vehi~le ta~es (ArtiCle 3, 4,  5 & 6) 
3.2.2.  To provide for a period ofstability for those Member States which have 
had significantly to increase their annual vehicle-taxes in recent years, it 
is proposed that the e!clsting minimum annual vehicle taxes for vehicles 
meeting  the  Euro  II  standard(  which  will  be  mandatory  -as  of 
-~  October 1996)  shall  })e  maintained.  However,  to  provide  a  financial 
incentive for operators to replace older vehicles with less environmentally 
damaging models, it is proposed that non-Euro and Euro I vehicles should 
be supject to somewhat higher charges (10% and 21% tesepectively
17
). 
This differentiation is  in line .with the existing arrangements for lower 
minimum rates for vehiCles with road friendly suspensionin recognition 
of the lower infrastructure ?amage which they cause.  · 
3.2.3.  The  differentiation  which  was  built  in  to  annual  vehicle  taxes  in 
Directive 93/89rEEC · only · applied · to  the  minimum  levels  of  these 
charges.  While  individual  Member  States- are  free  to  introduce · 
differentiation through-higher charges on dirtier vehicles, in general, this 
has so far not happened.  The desirability of harmonising conditions of 
competition  and  influencing · vehicle  ownership  decisions . on  -a 
- _  Community-wide basis makes-it appropriate for this differentiation to be 
compulsory  at any level  of annual vehicle taxes in all  Member States. 
The proposed differentiation in animal  rates implies that tax levels for 
non-Euro vehicles are 10% higher than for Euro I vehicles, -yvhich in turn 
should be 10% higher than for Euro II vehicles,  · 
3.2.4..  Moreover,  in  order to encourage  Member States  to  rely  more on  use-
related  charges,  it is  proposed. that Member States  may  impose  lower 
vehicle taxes than the  minimum  rates,  provided that they  introduce or 
· have _in  place user charge systems.  As it -is  also proposed [Article 7(6)] 
to  introduce  minimum -rates  in  the  user  charge  system,  this -proposal 
ensures  that  Member -States  will  continue  to  be  able  to  recover 
infrastructure costs in a balanced way, whilst moving towards a system 
that· further  harmonises  the  conditions  of competition  in  the  internal 
market. 
(c) User charges an_d  tolls (Article 7) 
3.2.5.  As  user charges are only aimed at covering the average costs of the road 
'  network they  will  not  cover- the  costs  of  specific  expensive  pieces  of 
infrastructure,  such  as  tunnels,  bridges,  mountain  passes  or  sensitive 
routes.  This  provision  therefore  allows  for. the  applicatiqn  of both 
instruments in these special cases  _[Article 7(3)]. 
- .  .  17  .  .  .  . 
10% between ea,ch  category.  (1.10 x 1.10  =  1.21, i.e.  21%). 
16 3.2.6.  The maximum permitted levels of user charges will·allow a reasonable 
recovery of infrastructure costs (if fuel excise duty and vehicle taxes are 
taken into account) and an element of charging for externil  costs.  The 
maximum  infrastructure component will  be 1600 ecti and the external 
cOmponent 400 ecu. It is proposed that the infrastructure component is 
differentiated according to three damage classes based on the difference 
in infrastructure costs due to these classes.  The external component is 
differentiated according to the weighted emission limits laid down ir:t the 
.type approval of the engine.  These changes will result in a much fairer 
system ·of charging and mean that weighted .  average charges will only 
increase from  1 020 to 1 258 ecu per vehicle year [Article 7(6)]. 
3.2.7.  In order to further harmonise the conditions of  competition and to ensure 
that Member States wishing to reduce annual vehicle taxes, maintain a 
system which ensures that infrastructure costs are appropriately charged, 
it is  proposed to  introduce minimum rates in the ·user charge system. 
These  rates  are  50%  of the  maximum  rates.  These  minimum  levels 
.. roughly correspond to the current minimum levels for vehicle taxes. This 
ensures that, if Member States decide to fully phase out annual vehicle 
taxes  when  introducing  user  charges,  the  harmonisation  of the  full 
incidence of'  transport fiscality (charges· and taxes) is strengthened  and 
not weakened [Article 7(6)]. 
3.2.8.  In  order to  ensure  that  the  conditions  of competition  in the  internal· 
market are harmonised and that incentives influencing vehicle ownership-
decisions  are  streamlined  it  is  furthermore  proposed  to  make  the 
differentiation: compulsory at any level of user charge [Article 7(6)]. 
3.2.9.  Directive 93/89/EEC laid down maximum annual levels for user charges. 
Member States were required to set user charge rates in proportion to the 
the duration of the use made of the infrastructure, but no rates or periods 
were specified. User charges are intended to reflect the actual cost of road 
construction  and  use,  and  it  follows  that the charges  should  be more 
closely  related  to  actual  vehicle use.  However,  annual  charges do not 
provide suitable signals for  road· users because once the cost has been · 
sunk, the user has no incentive to reduce  road use and indeed they have 
. the effect of making the cost per kilometre lower the more the vehicle is 
driven.  Therefore the proposal requires Member States to offer  shorter 
period charges  which are more closely related to  ~ctual road usage by 
defining  the  maximum  ratios  between  the  charges  for  daily,  weekly, 
monthly and annual periods. This should encourage operators to pay user 
charges  more closely  related to their ·use of the infrastructure  [Article 
7(7)] 
3.2.10.  The proposal  recognizes that some Member States use tolls, rather than 
user charges, to .charge for the use of  motorways. It is important that tolls 
are set in a fair and transparent way and,  like user charges, may not be 
used to exploit a monopolistic position.  However; specific infrastructure· 
elements can have widely  diff~ring costs and therefore the Directive does 
not  attempt  to  determine  maximum  toll  levels  because  this  could 
discourage  the  development  of expensive  but  desirable  infrastructure. 
Instead it seeks to ensure that toll  charges are set at a level sufficient to 
recover  actual  costs  including  a  satisfactory  return  on the  investment 
[Article 7(8)]. 
/ 
17 '  ' 
Article 7(8) ensures that Member States can fully recover the capital costs 
of any  indiv~~ual part Of their infrastructure network On  W~,  tolls are 
levied. Given the fact that expenditures on infrastructure ha:Ve a different 
· time profile from infrastructure capital costs,  this provision implies that 
Member States can use toll  revenues from  any  specific infrastructure in 
exces$ of  expenditures on it for other purposes, for example for financing 
investment needs that arise elsewhere in the infrastructure network.  · 
3.-2.1 i.  To. ensure compatibility  betWeen  user charges and tolls,  the  Directive 
makes provision for the possibility of in-eluding  a specific external cost 
component of up to  0.03  ecu/km  in  toll  charges.  · This  figure -is  not 
intended  to  correspond  to  the  external  cost  on  a  specific  section  of 
motorway but is intended to set a cap on these charges at a levelwhich 
does  not  exceed  the  overall  external  costs. caused  by·  road  transport 
[Article 7(8)].  ·  ·  ·  · 
'  -
.·(d)  Sensitive ·foutes [Article 7(9) and (10) and Article 9] 
:·..-_ 
3.2.12.  It is clear that the costs of the prov.ision of infrastructure and its use are 
not  the  same  everywhere .in. the  Community,  In  most  parts  or the 
Community costs _are  not likely to vary greatly,  but it does need to  be 
· recognized that in some ar~as these costs can be dramatically greater than 
the average.  This might be the case in an area which is environmentally 
verydelicate, or where there are serious congestion problems.  ··  · 
3~2.13.  Therefore the proposal  makes  provision -for  the  definition  of sensitive 
. routes in such areas. 'The -definition of sensitive routes should be based on 
the criteria laid down  in  Article  9:  criteria used for  determining that a 
motorway  is · congested  and/or ·whether  traffic  on  it  contributes 
significantly to poor air quality and} or noise standards being  excee~ed 
in the area. Furthermore, certain supplementary conditions will have to be 
met,  notably  that  other  transport  modes  in  the  area  can  provide  an 
adequate  service,  implying  open  and  non-di_scrimin(ltory  access  to 
infrastructure  for  authorized  Community  enterprises,  and  that  relevant 
measures have been taken to combat air pollution from all  other sources 
as  well.  Also,  a justification for  th~ charges  proposed will  have to be  . 
. -given including a description of: the  method and calculation, which have 
been used to set the rates;  the organization of other modes of transport 
within the area; measures taken to reduce _the relevant external costs from 
. · all road users in the area and measures taken to combat air pollution from 
all  sources in the area.  ·  · 
3.2.14.  Given  that  the  basic  user  charge  is  intended  to  make  a contribution 
towards  coverage  of only  the  average  external  costs. over the whole 
network, on sensitive routes where extemctl.  costs are exceptionally high, 
their recovery  through an additional charge is justified. Accordingly it is 
proposed  that on  these  sensitive routes,  whichever charging system  a 
Member State uses, it 'will be able to charge tolls to recover infrastructure 
costs and, in addition, externalcosts of up to 0.5  ecu per kilometre. The 
actual ..  level  of  charges  must  be  determined  by  sound  economic 
justification. A Member State will  be free to choose whether it recovers 
these  tolls  on_  sensitive  routes  through  a  tolling system  to  collect  the 
charges or through  user charges.  Such  user charges would be valid for 
a day and would allow passage through the specified sensitive routes in 
· a· Member State. The price  of daily user charges must be based on sound 
. economic argument and may in no circumstances be above 15  ecu per day 
18 · 3.2.15.  Because  this  proposal  acknowledges  the  existence  of sensitive  routes, 
including  congested  corridors,  Article  IO(c)  in  Directive  93/89/EEC 
("regulatory  charges  specifically  designed  to  combattime  and 
space-related traffic congestion") is already covered in Article 7-and has 
therefore been deleted.  This means that the proposal seeks to encourage 
the use of highly differentiated congestion pricing while at  the same time 
incorporating interurban congestion pricing·within the framework of  tolls 
· and user charges, The pricing of urban traffic is still unregulated (Article 
ll(b)) as in Directive 93/89/EEC.  ·  · 
3.3:  The legal basis for the proposal 
The Commission proposes to adopt the present proposal on the basis of Article 75 
of the EC  Treaty which is  the relevant provision for the Council  to adopt any 
measures (including measures involving fiscal instruments) aiming at establishing 
a  common transport policy which includes the elimination of the  distortion  of 
competition among Community hauliers. 
3.4.  Examination of the impacts 
3.4.1.  Effects on heavy goods-vehicles (HGV)  fleet composition 
3.4.1.1.  The mandatory differentiation in both  vehicle ta.Xes  and user 
charges is  likely to affect the composition of the heavy  goods 
vehicles fleet in the Community as a whole. It will mean lower 
charges  for vehicles  causing less  damage  to the road or the 
environment,  in  any  weight  category.  Some  examples  of the 
resulting differences in charges between different v·ehicle types 
are .shown in Annex 1.  It can be seen that an additional axle on 
a 40 tonne vehicle could result in a saving. of up to 5400 ecu  in 
the  present value of the charges ·over the vehicle life
18
.  For a 
haulier using a 40 tonne heavy goods vehicle the present value 
of the  savings  for  the most  road  friendly  configuration  (3+  3 
axle)  with  air  suspension  is  9300  ecu  compared to  the most 
damaging configuration (2+3 axle) without air suspension. As a 
result of the differentiation of charges by  emission category,  a 
saving of almost 3 000 ecu is possible for a Euro II equivalent 
of a Euro I vehicle (3+2 axle air suspension ). 
3.4.1.2. -The savings in· charges resulting from this proposal are expected 
. to  provide incentives for hauliers to invest in  new eqliipmene
9 
which  will  lead  _to  a  reduction  in  the  overall  <;lamage  and 
therefore  cost  to  infrastructure  and  the  environment  in  the 
Community.  Similar changes  in  the  heavy  goods  vehicle  tax 
structure in the USA were analysed in the study "Road Work"20 
which can provide an  indication of the likely  changes in fleet 
composition· which would result from  the present proposal. In 
that study charges were assumed to be distance based and it was 
predicted  that  as  a  result  there  would  be  an  increase  in  the 
number of road friendly vehicles as well as a fall in the distance 
travelled by the most road damaging categories.  · 
· 
18  Compared to a possible saving of 2 400 ecu in Directive 93/89/EEC. 
19  This could mean a "cleaner" vehicle, a vehicle with more axles or simply the addition 
of an  extra axle to an  existing vehicle.  . 
20  Small, Winston and Evans,  Washinb>to~, 1989. 
19  . 3.4.1.3.  Because of the economic  incentives provided by the proposed_ 
charging system, operators are likely to adapt their behaviour to 
· best  suit  their  particular  situation.  The  dynami~ffects of 
changed taxes and charges should not be neglected: although the 
changes in the short term are not expected to  be significant, over 
a number of years vehicle fleets  should become progressively 
less damaging. Certainly some changes in hauliers~ behaviour  can 
be expected to "escape" the proposed charges and taxes, and if 
that is taken into account, then the average increase in costs will 
be less.  Throughoutthe analysis of the  impacts these  changes 
.  have been taken into account in a scenario, supplementary to the 
base case,-in which assumptions have been made about  hauliers' 
behaviour, a so-called "market reactions"  scenario. 
3.4.1.4.- At the end of 1995 there were approximately 2 million -heavy 
goods vehicles above 12 tonnes gross vehicle weight registered  _ 
in the Community
21
. ·The estimated changes in the fleet during 
one  year  are  an  introduction  of 7.5%  of new  vehicles,  and 
scrapping of 4.5% qf:the stock resulting in a growth in the stock 
of 3%. Euro ·II vehicles -will be compulsory from October 1-996 
--so the proposed differentiation will orily affect the scrapping rate 
and the use of vehicles that pay a user  ch~rge. The Euro III is 
assumed  to .be  compulsory  from  2001.  The· estimated  vehicle 
composition in 1998  and in . 2005 with the above changes in the 
fleet,  is  presented in  the table below as  the "base case".  If the 
scrapping rate of vehicles in damage class ·III is doubled from 
. 1997 compared  to .the baseline  -and no new damage class III 
vehicles are sold from  1997  onwards,  the fleet c01nposition is. 
presented in the table below in the "market reactions" scenario. 
The  right  hand  column  shows  the  composition  estimates  if 
the· new  Directive  will - be  subsequently  ·amended  to · 
include differentiation  --of  charges  for  - vehicles  meeting -
Euro III standards
2?. 
3.4.1.5.  C>n~ the  basis of the fleet  comp~sition .estimates  shown  in  the 
table below a weighted average u~er charge has been calculated 
for each scenario.· For 1998, the year of the expected entry into 
· force  of the  new  :Oirective,  this  level  is ·at  1 258  ecu  as 
compared  to  a- current weighted  average  of 1 020  ecu;  this 
shows- an increase of 23%.  It is  interesting to note that in  all 
other  scenarios  in  the  table  below  average-user  charges  ar:e 
estimated· to be lower,  which indiGates the lower infrastructure 
and  environmental  costs  expected- as  a  consequence  of the -
proposed pricing measures. 
21  Estimat~ by the Commission services.  . 
22  New standards, called here Euro III, concerning tailpipe ~ri1issions from road vehicles, are 
expected  to  be  the  subject  of a  new  Commission  proposaf  by  the_ end  of  1996. 
The emission limit values likely_ to be proposed are based on the results of the so-called 
Auto/Oil  Programme._  This  is  a  cooperative programme  set  up  jointly  _by  the 
European Commi_ssion and the European automotive and oil-industries to examine engine 
technology,  fuel  quality. and  air  quality  in ·view  of formulating  options· for  reducing 
pollutant emissions from vehicles.  ' 
20 * 
Table 5 
E.  U.  -Fleet composition and average user charge 
Base case  Market reactions scenario  I 
1998  2005  1998  2005  2005+Elll 
Proportion of vehicle stock per damage class(%) 
Damage Class I  53  53  55  61  61 
Damage Class II  30  30 
;  31  36  36 
Damage Class III  17  17  14  3  3 
Proportion of vehicle stock per environmental class(%) 
Non Euro  70  30  70  30 *  30 * 
Euro I  19  15  19  15  *  15  * 
Euro II  11  20  11  20 *  8* 
Euro III (from 2000)  0  34  ·o  34  ~  46 * 
Average user charge (ecu per year) 
Average User Charge  1258  1130  1243  - l026.  1014 
Possible effects of  the pricing changes on the early retirement of non-Euro vehicles have 
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' 3.4.2.  Impact on transp.ort costs 
3.4.2.1.  An  indicative  breakdown  of the  cost components  fOr the  road 
haulage industry is shown. in the bar chart above23.  This  sho~s 
an approximate 50% overall variation in annual operating costs of -
a lorry from the different Member states with,on average, vehicle 
taxes constituting around 3%  and fuel excise duty 10% ·or more 
of total operating costs  .. It can be seen that the  contribution to 
cost of  the average user charge is small as a proportion of total 
operating costs and also in comparison with other charges such as· 
.  fuel  or_ tolls.  - · 
3.4.2.2.  ·For the  case of a haulier in a Member State which  operates a 
us~r charge .system, and who chooses to pay a full annual charge, 
the maximum increase will  be just over 0.5% of total operating 
costs
24
.  In addition those States may offset some of this increase 
·  through changes to annual  vehicle taxes.  However,  the average_ 
· increase in the user charge will  only be orie  third of this  most-
extreme case
25 and, consequently, the-operating cost will increase 
by· just under 0.2%.  -.  · .  _  ·  _  . 
3.4.2.3.  Hauliers from non-user charge countries will typically buy daily .. 
and  weekly  user  charges. · The  current  proposal  specifies .  the 
relationship between the different types of user charge. The effect 
of this is that- while it is  proposed that  the  absolute maximum 
.annual charge should be increased by 60%/
6 the increase in the 
. equivalept  maximum,  daily  user  charge  would  be  only  some 
33%
27
.  As a result,-operating cost increases for hauliers from non-
. user charge countries are likely to be substantially  lower than the 
above  mentioned increases.  In  fact,  they  are  more likely  to be 
closer-to an· average of 0.1 %. 
3.4.2.4.  The introduction of an  external cost component in the tollle~els 
can increase the average toll by some 25%
28  at the maximum.In 
Member States that use tolls instead ofuser charges the maximum 





23  Breakdown of cost structures of transport undertakings.  Mercer  manag~ment consulting  , 
May  1993.'  ·  ·  ·  _ 
24  For the worst case of a damage class Ill, non.:Euro truck the user charge will  increase 
from  1 250  ecu  to  2  000  ecu,  i.e.  750  ecu.  T_his  user  charge  increase  divided  by  an 
average annual  cost. of about .130 000 ecu gives an annual increase intransport costs of 
just ()Ver b.5%.  .  -·  ·  ·  ·  · 
25  _The weighted average increase will be 1 258 - l  020 =  238 ecu, which is just under one 
third of the maximum increase of ECU 750.  ·  · 
26  That is· the difference between the proposed rate of 2 000 ecu and the current maximum 
of 1 250 ecu. 
· 
27  The proposed daily rate is 1/250 of the annual-2 000 ecu, i.e. 8 ecu, whereas the currently 
applied one is 6  ecu.  ·  ·  · 
28  -This is the- increase of 0.03  eculkm on  an average toll level of 0.12eculkm-. 
29  This is the 25% of  the 3% contribution to operating costs that tolls are estimated to make. 
22 3.4.2.5.  The introduction of a sensitive route charge can lead to a varying 
increase  in  the  operating  costs  of hauliers  depend.illg  on  their 
cost structure and the length of  the journeys involved. So, the cost 
of a  long  distance  journey  of 750 · km,  including  one  dail~ 
payment,  for  an  average  cost haulier  may  increase  by  1. 5%3  . 
In the case where a sensitive route charge is paid every day the 
operating cost could increase by 3%
31
.  For a shorter journey with· 
a low cost vehicle the sensitive route charge can be up to 5%32 of 
the operating cost. 
3.4.3.  Impact on demand for road transport and modal shift 
3.4.3: 1.  To examine the likely impact of  the proposal on transport demand 
and  modal  shift calculations have been performed for the base 
case  and  the  market  reactions  scenarios  using  ·estimated. 
elasticities. The effect of only the user charge as well as both the 
user  charge  and  the  charge  on  sensitive  routes  have  been 
examined. In the latter case the most extreme assumption of daily 
use of a sensitive route has been used. 
3.4.3.2.  The effect of the proposal will in general be limited. In the base 
'case the overall traffic vol~me in year 2005 will be reduced by 
less than 1%.  Ifthe market reactions of the haulier industry are 
taken into account,  _the level of traffic will be unchanged as it is 
assumed  that the  haulier  industry  will  react  with  a  new  fleet 
composition that will offset the price .effect of the proposal. 
3.4.3.3.  For vehicles making regular journeys through a sensitive route, . 
the  effect  of charging  at  15  ecu  a  day  is  expected  to  be  a 
reduction in traffic volume of 1.5%.  If the special user charge is 
undifferentiated between vehicle types, it is impossible to offset 
the  price increase with a  ch~nged vehicle composition  and  the 
traffic volumes are the same in the scenario "market reactions". 
However,  each Member State can differentiate the  special  user 
charge to take jnto account local conditions. 
3.4.3.4.  Howeve.r,the supplementary condition requiring the availability of 
adequate quality of service provided by other transport modes, is 
expected to lead to a more significant modal  shift  t_han  implied 
by these calculations. 
·3.4.3.5.  Finally, even if  the overall reduction in demand for road transport 
.  would be small,  transport will be increasingly performed by  less 
damaging vehicles.  · 
30  This is based  on  the  assumption of an  average  operating cost  of 130  000  ecu  and  an 
average  annual  distance  travelled  of 100  000  km  giving  a  cost  of 1.3ecu/km.  The 
operating cost· therefor.e  for  the. 750  km is assumed to be 975  ecu.  The daily  sensitive 
charge of 15  ecu represents  1.~% of the co.st of this 750-km journey. 
31  For 250 transport days at 15  ecu per day the annual increase will be 3 750 ecu, equal to 
3% of the annual operating cost, assumed to be 130 000 ecu: 
32  For example for  a 300-kn1 journey of a haulier having an operating cost of I  ecu/km the 
cost of this journey will be only 300 ecu;  the 15  ecu maximum daily charge would then 
represent 5% of the costs .. 
23 ; 
3.4.4.  Impact on the price of goods 
3.4.4: L  For most  industrial  branches,  road  transport  costs are  a  small 
3.4.4.2. 
3.4.4.3. 
. percentage of production costs, but there are studies which show 
that  for· some  companies  transport  costs  can. be, significantly 
higher 'than  the  average.  Annex  2  shows  how. increases  in 
transport costs would affect the price of the final  outpuf
3
.  An 
increase  in road- transport. cost by . 100  percent would increase 
production costs for most products between 1 and 8 percent. On 
average  it would  imply  a  cost  increase by  4  percent  with the 
. highest  proportion  in the  mi~eral and  cement  industries.  The 
·estimated shares in each branch based on the input-output tables . 
from Eurostat are presented in Annex 2. 
For the standard user charge it has been shown that the weighted 
'average increase in  user charges is some 23%. -:This  increase is 
equivalent  to  some  0.2%  of a  hauliers  vehicle  costs  as  was 
. estimated in paragraph 3.4.2.2. For the average g-;>od,  with a 4% 
road·  haulage  component  in  its  price,  this  will  equate  to  an · 
increase in producfprice of some 0.01%  an effect which would 
be  almost  unnoticeable  in  comparison  with  exchange  rate 
variations, fuel  price fluctuation and inflation.  · 
In  the  most.extreme  case  where  the  goods  have  an  8%  road 
transport  component  in  their  price,  and  a  low  cost  haulier 
operating a damage class III, non-Euro truck has to pay an annual 
user charge,  the haulier's operating  co~ts will  increase by  some 
1%.  This will result in an increase in the product price of some 
0.08%.  However, because the charges will have a direct effect-on 
hauliers, the proposal will  have a significantly greater effect on 
transport behaviour than the price effect on goods would imply. 
3.4.4.4.  The charge for sensitive routes is of greater magnitude than the 
standard user charge and has a correspondingly greater impact on 
demand.  If the effect described in paragraph 3.4.2.5  is taken as 
fairly  typic~l then  the  result  is  almost  a  1.5%  increase  in 
operating  costs.  For  an  average  good  this  will. equate  to  an 
.  increase in product price of ·some 0.06%.  under. the  ass~mption 
·that not only trap.sport services provided directly for the variou~ 
industries but also those for their suppliers take place on sensitive 
routes to· a similar .degree.  The theoretically worst case will be 
where a haulier operates all the time on a sensitive route.  In that 
case  his  operating  c,osts  would  increase  by  some  3%.  If in 
addition all indirect supplies to the· various branches  face such ·a 
cost increase, this would equate to a price increase of 0.12% on 
average (not in table). 
33  This estimate takes into account both the hire and reward and the own accoum transport 
sector costs. 
24. 3.4.4.5.  An  ~alysis of the price impacts for 54 product sectors has been. 
performed
34.The results,  presented in Annex 2, show_that with no 
redistribution of revenues average overall prices would increase 
by only 0.008%.  as a result of  the proposed usercharge increases, 
and  by  0.061%  with  the  proposed. user  and  sensitive  route 
charges. The·worst hit sector (minerals and deriv.ed products) wili 
face a price increase of less than 0.13%. 
3.4.4.6.  Moreover, if revenues from user charges are used to alleviate the 
burden of  other ~es  (e.g. social security contributions or incom·e 
taxes) on industry, the pattern of  the impact changes substantially; 
. As an exainple estimates of the· sectoral impact of a reduction in  ~ 
social security contributions have been made in Annex 2.  Service 
industries will  in general be better off, with prices falling by up 
to 0.13%. For the worst impacted sector under the sensitive. route 
scenario (again minerals and· derived products),.the.price increase 
·is estimated at 0.10%..  · 
3.4.5.  Savings in road infrastructure costs and emissions. 
3.4.5.1.  Due  to  the  economic  incentives  provided  by  the  proposed 
charging  system  substantial  reductions in external  costs can be 
expected.  On  the  basis  of the  impact  estimates  on  fleet 
composition, road transport demand and modal shift, reductions 
in both road damage and emissions on sensitive routes as a result 
of the differentiation and t}:le  proposed rates of user charges can 
be estimated.  . 
3.4.5.2.  Accordingly, with regard to infrastructure costs attributed to HGV · 
and estimated as described earlier in §2.2.5.7, annual savings for 
the market .reactions scenario in year 2005  have been estimated 
to be approximately  1.6 billion ecu.  in the Member States that 
currently have or plan to introduce user charges
35
• This represents 
a  13%  reduction,  compared  to  the  base  case
36
.  Almost  all  of 
the savings  are_  a  result  of changed  fleet  composition.  The 
effect of modal  shift is not significant Indica?vel.{, if  th~ same 
effect ·could  be  produced  throughout the  Umon
3
,  a  savmg  of 
4 billion ecu  could  be  expected.  A  reduced  need  for  road 
maintenance work in the Union will reduce negative consequences 
of road work, notably congestion and traffic accidents. 
34  Based on a  change in transport price of 0.6% with user charge or tolls only and 2% with  · 
sensitive route charges. 
35 
.  B, DK, D, L, N and S. ·The estimates exclude A. 
36 . Vehicle stock as in chapter 3.4.1, infrastructure costs based on an average of0.15 ecu/km 
differentiated on vehicle types with the same damage factors and cost aUocation as in the 
tax structure of Directive 93/89/EEC. 
37  Either through a generalized use of user charges or through an  equivalent adjustment of 
toll rates. 
25 304.5.3.  With regard to emissions, as  the Directive does not include any 
incet:ttives  to  introquce  new  t~chnology for  the  J]lQ_ment,  the 
- emtsstons  are .  unchanged  between  the  scenarios  with  market 
reactions and the base case.  However, thanks to the compulsory  . 
standards· the emissions are likely· to be reduced by up to 15% in 
yeai 2005
38compared to year 1996. The  emissions can be further 
reduced by 3% in year 2005  if incentives are given for purchase 
of so called Euro Til vehicles before they are mandatory  and  if· 
.a  shift towards  Euro  III  vehicles  can  start  two  years  earlier,  . 
in 1999.  .  .  . 
'  . 
3.4.5.4.  In  addition,  in  an  area  where  a  charge  for  sensitive  rout~s is 
levied the emissions are likely to be reduced. by up to 1.5% extra 
on average in year 2005.  Some routes  may  experience a much 
larger  reduction  in  the  em~ssions./ If Member  States  introduce 
incentives towards use of cleaner vehicles  in the sensitive route 
charge's, then substantial reductions can be achieved. 
3.4.6.  Revenues from charges 
3.4.6.1.  The  esti~ated revenues from  the application of user charges on 
HGV are presented in the table b_~low  · for the base case ·and the 
market  reactions scenarios  in  1998  and  2005.  The underlying 
assumption  is. that -the  vehicle  mix  in  th~ fleet  composition 
described  in  §  3.4.1  is  representative _of  the  vehicles  paying 
user charges.  · 
3.4.6.2.  As  can be seen in the table, the likely revenue increase in 1998 
when the new Directive and. the proposed user charge rates 'Yill· 
be applicable compared to the estimated revenue in that year on 
the·  basis of current  user  charge  levels .is  approximately  23%. 
Given that the revenue estimates have not taken into account  the 
effect of  a possible shift towards shorter duration user charges, the .. 
increases in revenues in the two scenarios. and years coincide with 
the  increases in the weighted· average of the ·levels  of the user  · 
charges,.shown in the table in § 3.4.1.  · 
Table 6  · 
Revenues from user charges  inMember States that apply or 
plan to introduce User Charge .  · 
Model estimates  in million ecu 
Base Case  Market reactions 
1998  2005  1998  2005 
Directive 93/89/EEC 
878  1 100  - -
Proposal  1 079.  1 221  1 071  .  1 110 
Compared to  23%  11%  22%  1% 
Directive 93/89/EEC 
38  Reduced  emtss1ons  from  HGV .  based  on·· the  following. difference  m  emissions; 
non-Euro =·180, Euro  I= 100, Euro II= 75  and "Euro III" = 50. 
\'  26 3.4.6.3.  Given-that as  mentioned in  § 3.4.5.2.  infrastructure. costs are 
likely  to  be  reduced by approximately  1.6  billion ecu  in the 
scenario  with  market  reactions,  it  can  be  claimed  that  the 
budgetary  benefit  (equal  to  the  savi11g  of 1.6  becu  and  the 
revenue of 1.1  becu)  from  the proposal  in the market reaction 
scenario will  be 2. 7  billion ecu in year 2005  compared to the 
L 1 billion ecu  (shown in. italics) if the Directive 93/89/EEC-is 
left unchanged. 
3.4.6.4.  As a base scenario, where othertaxes are unchanged, the revenues 
from-u_ser charges, vehicle taxes and tolls can be estimated to be 
some 36.3 billion ecu in 1998. The changes now being proposed . 
would result in this figure increasing to 37.0 billion ecu if  aU  toll 
roads add an external cost component on the charge. The increase 
will be 0. 7 billion ecu or 2% of  the revenues. No sensitive routes 
are included in the estimate. 
Table 7 
Estimated revenues in 1998 
in billion ecu 
Fuel excise duty  Vehicle tax  Tolls  User  Total 
Charges 
Dir 93/89/EEC  28  5.3  2.1  0.88  36.3 
Proposal  28  5.3  2.6  1.08  37 
· Based on  an annual increase of 3.5%  on the-vehicle stock of 1995. 
3.4.7.  Effect on competitiveness 
3.4.7.1.  Transport,  and  in  particular road transport,  is_an  important factor 
contributing to the competitiveness of industry, not only because it . 
enters into the cost structure of practically all  industrial sectors but 
also because it has a direct impact on the reliabil~ and quality
39 of · 
product deliveries  both at the input and ·the output phases of the 
industrial process.  An efficient transport  system should be able to 
provide the required level of service at the lowest cost to society. 
On the contrary, the opposite is to be expected from an inefficient 
transport  system  which;  in  the  final_ analysis,  is  synonymous  to 
badly managed and wasted resources. This waste can take the form· 
of unnecessary  road  damage,  underutilization  of some  parts  of 
infrastructure and  overutilization  of others,  excessive  damage  to 
natural resources and  unnecessary delays. 
39  Time and other conditions. 
27 · 3.4.7.2:  However, ~aste has a price. An efficient charging system, where 
charges .on users. are close to  the costs
40
/  they  iue~sponsible 
for, is expected to reduce waste and thereby improve the overall 
-effic!ency  of~~  transp9rt system.  T~e benefits to the industry 
and _Its  competitive11ess from  an efficient  transport system are 
.  expected  to outweigh  th~  disadvantage  from possible higher 
transport prices.·  /  ·  · 
3.4.7.3.  In chapter 3_.4.4  the changed price structure was analysed both 
.·in a situation where the .  revenues from the proposed charges are 
not  reimbursed  and  in  a  situation  where  the  revenues  are · 
returned- to the industry.  I11 the latter case the average cost is 
-unchanged  for  the industry. as  ~.whole but the cost burden is 
allocated tq the _branches which use more road transport. In other 
words,  the results of the proposed  chang~s will be iri  general 
neutral or positive and only for the heaviest road users will there -
be any  signific?Ilt increase in costs.  · 
3.4.7.4.  ·Furthermore,  the  expected  more  rational _utilization  of the 
.  infrastructure would lead to reduced delays from  congestion as 
welL as  less road  rep~r and maintenance works as a result· of 
less  ·damaging ·vehicle  configurations.  The  benefits  from 
transport  time  gains  anticipated  are  expected  to  benefit  the 
competitiveness of the European industry. 
3.4.7.5.  Finally, the emphasis given in  this proposal  to more territorial· 
charges, that is the user charges and the tolls; and away from the 
least territorial ones, muchas vehicle taxes, is expected to have 
a po·sitive impact on the position ofthe Community road haulage 
industry with regard to competition from third country hauliers. 
Possible  negative  reactions  from  the .latter· would  have to  be 
-dealt with in the framewoi"k.of existing agreements, in the light 
of  reciprocity and noli discrimination.  Also, due to' the teJ!itorial" 
character  of  the  charges  proposed,  the  price  related . 
competitiveness of  goods produced inside  the Community is not 
likely to be affected.  ·  · 
3.4.8~  Location,  co~centration of production and geographic <;ohesion 
3.4.8.1.  Changes  in  transportati~~ costs. have  in  the  longer  term  an 
effect'<m the location·  and concentration of production.  This is 
why  it is essential  that the process of adjustment toward  full 
recovery of costs is gradual.As. already shown in chapters 3.4.2 
and 3.4.4  the  effects of the  proposal  on  transport ·costs. and 
. product prices are both limited and diverse, depending on certain 
characteristics of  the industrial sectors examined. Consequently, 
whether the end result will be a concentration of production or, 
·  on the contrary, a decentralization will  depend on-the specific 
· characteristics of each particular industrial sector. 
40  Indudirig the  costs of wasted resources  so  far  been· borne by  others or. the  society  as 
a whole.  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  28-3.4.8.2.  The  proposal  aims  t~ ensure  that  there  is  a  better  linkage 
between  charges  for  road  use  and  the  level  of use.  It  is 
inevitable that a policy of relating charges more d1rectly to use 
will have a greater impact on costs where greater use is made of 
the· roads.  As a general rule, this will be reflected  in a  greater 
increase in the prices of goods the greater the distance which 
those goods must travel. . 
3.4.8.3.  Howev~r. compared to short distance distribution, long distance 
road transport usually has greater possibilities of· substitution by 
other modes of transport.  It is therefqre possible that some of 
~e  transport costs  cou~d be offset through a modal change. 
· 3.4.8.4.  Furthermore,  as  indicated  in ·chapter  3.4.4  and  §  3.4.2.5,  the 
effects. of  the proposed charges on transport costs and on product 
prices  will  also  depend  on  the  cost  structure  of ·transport 
operators and of  individual  products .. In addition,  the effects 
will depend  on the routes u,sed for the transport of the goods. 
For  example,  if a  lorry  must  pass  through  a  sensitive  route 
which is  charged at the maximum level  of 15  ecu per day  the 
likely .additional cost of a  Greece to Northern Europe journey 
would be around  1.5%.  On the contrary, the likely additional 
cost  of a 200-km journey through  the  same  region would  be 
·around 5%. 
-3.4.8.5.  Both the user charges and the charges for sensitive routes will 
impact most heavily,  as  a percentage of overall transport cost, 
in the region in which they  are  applied.  This is because both 
:would be imposed on  all motorway journeys in those regions. 
3.4.8.6.  Finally,  because of the  relationship  set  between 'i.he  different 
duration  user  charges,  there  is  no  longer  any  . significant 
disbenefit to hauliers who pay  shorter period user charges
41  as 
opposed to annual ones.  · 
·  3.4.8.7.  As  a result of all  of these factors,  the effects of this proposal  · 
will  not be damaging  to the cohesion of the Community.  In 
drawing up  future proposals for introducing a common system 
of road charging, when appropriate, following the report on the 
implementation of the proposed Directive, the Commission will 
take account of the potential impact of measures on peripheral 
regions.  In  particular,  the  report  will  evaluate  the  possible 
regional  consequences  and  the  pqtential  spatial  imp;tcf  on 
production structures both in the economy as a whole and with 
regard  to  SMEs  in  the  Union  that  may  result  from  a  move 
towards a more use based transport pricing system. 
41  Who are more likely to rome from  perip~eral Member States, 
29 .3.4.9.  Certification 
The additional differentiation which this proposal envisages· w11l need to  -. · 
be_ easily and cheaply verified. Details relating to the ·emission standards 
oHorries are not~ontain~d in their'registration documents, nor do. these 
documents  contain  atiy  detail  on. the  fomi  .of  suspension.  used. 
Commission  Regulation  3298/94  provides  for  a  unified' form  which 
certifies the level ofNOx emissions. from lorries. Work is underw(iy(or 
amending ·this· Regulation  to  include  in  the  aforementioned  forni  the 
envirorimental  category.  (Euro  I  or IT)~ of a  vehicle ..  Checks .on:.-_the 
appropriate level·of user charges  may then be quickly performed. Since· 
the damage category depends on the vehicle combination used,  in case  . 
of a  roadside ·control,  it will  have  to  be  determined  ori  the  basis  cr 
'·- Annex· 2 to the proposal.  · 
3.4.10.  Administrative burden 
3  .4 .1 0. 1.  A  certain  increase  in  the  administrative  · burden  for 
Member States' authorities as a result of the proposed changes 
in  the  charging  system  is  undeniable· due to  the  increased 
·differentiation in. the charges and the incentives for 'the use of· 
shorter  period  user  charges.  However,  this  increase  in . 
·administrative costs is expected to be .very small' relative to the 
overall  receipts  and· associated  benefits  in  terms  of  the 
objectives of  the exercise. 
3.4. i0.2.  Furthermore, there is no reason to expect  that the  process of 
paying user charges in a  revised charging system to be any  .· 
more lengthy than with the exi.sting system. In additi·on, while 
it  will  be  necessary  for  vehicles  to  carry  certification  that 
pr-oves that the correct level of charge has been paid, obtaining . 
this. certification  should  not  impose  a  significant  additional 
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.··  ', Road damage differentiation 
Present value of  taxes and charges  for~ 40t Euro II vehicle (8%,  10 years). 
ecu 
'  Proposal  Directive 89/93/EEC  Changes 
% 
2+3  air  11229  11826  -5% 
2+3 ord  .J5604 
- 13065  19% 
3+2 air  10888  .  11417 
·. 
-5% 
3+2 ord  15202  12583 
'  21% 
3+3  air  6271  9883  -37% 
3+3 ord  ·,  10238  10626  -4% 
Environmental differentiation 
Present value of taxes and charges for a 40t vehicle with air suspension (8%,  10 years) 
ECU  -
Proposal  Directive_ 89/93/EEC  Changes 
% 
2+3air Ell  11229.  11826  -5% 
2+3air EI  12181  11826  +3%. 
3+2 air Ell  10888  11417  -5% 
3+2 air EI  13822  11417  +21% 
3+3  air Ell  6271  9883  -37% 
3+3  air EI  7069  9883  -28% 
33 ANNEX 2 
-
A•a  8 
'  c  D  E 
.·Branch  sse reimbursement  -. 
Cost sensitivity  User Charge.  User charge+  User Charge  User charge + 
'  ' 
to road  Sensitive route  Sensitive route 
transport price  (%price in- (%price in- (% price iii- '(%price in-
(%)  crease)  crease)  crease)  crease) 
Agricultural fores1Jy and fUhery  products  2,50  0,005  0,038  0,001  0,010 
. Coal and coal briquettes  2;35  o,oos  0,035  0,002  0,013 
Lisnite and lignite briquettes  1,16  0,002  0,017.  0,001  0,007 . 
Products of  coking  2,87  0,006  . '0,043  0,003  0,023 
Crude petroleum  0,44  0,001  0,007  0,000  0,003 
Refmed petrOleum productS  1,17  0,002  0,018  0,001  0,010 
Natural gas  1,30  0,003  0,019  0,002  0,013 
Water  .  0,89  0,002  0,013  0,000  -0,002 
. . Electric power  1,26  0,003  ' 0,019  -0,001  -0,004 
Manu--factured gases·  0,81  '0,002  0,012  0,001  '0,006 
Steani. hot water, com- pressed air  1,61  0,003  0,024  0,001  0,004-
Nuclear fuels  1,81  0,004  0,027  0;002  0,014 
· lron ore and ECSC iron and steel products  5,85  0,012  0,088  0,008  0,057 
Non-ECSC iron and steel products  5,90  0,012  0,089  0,008  0,063 
Non-ferrous metal ores,  non~ferro~ metalS  3,19  0,006  . 0,048  0,003  0,025 
Cement, lime plaster  7,71  O,Gl5  0,116  0,013  0,099 
Glass  5,19  0,010  0,078'  0,008  0,058 
. Earthenware and ceramic products  6,20  0,012  '0,093  0,010  0,072 
.Other minerals derived products  8,37  0,017  0,126  0,013  0,101 
Chemical products  3,97  0,008  0,060  0,002  0,018 
Metal products  3,94  0,00~  0,059  0,002  0,016 
Agricultural and industrial machinery  3,09:  0,006  0,046  0,001  0,005 
.Office machines  etc.  2,70  o,oo5  0,040  0,002  0,014 
Electrlcal goods  2,81  0,006  0,042  0,000  0,002 
Motor vehicles and engines  -3,46  0,007  0,052  0,001  '  0,011 
. Other transport equipment  2,16  0,004  0,032  0,000  0,000 
Meat and meat products  3,32  0,007  0,050  0,003  0,022 
Milk and dairy products  3,80  0,008  .  0,057  0,004  0,028 
-,Other food ,products·  4,17  0,008  0,063  ·0,004  0,028 
Beverages  3,45  0,007  0,052  0,004  0,032 
Tobacco products  0,72  0,001  0.011  0,001  0,004 
Textiles and clothing  2,66  0,005  0,040  0,000  -0,002 
Leathers, leather and skin ·goods, footwear  3,25  '  0,007  0,049  0,003  0,026 
Timber and wooden furniture  3,47  0,007  0,052  0,003  0,023 
Pulp, paper, board  4,12  0,008  '0,062  0,005  0,040 
Paper goods, products of printing  3,16- 0,006  0,047  0,002  0,018 
Rubber and plastic products_  3,38  0,007  0,051  0,003  0,019 
Other manu- facturing products  2,80  0,006  0,042  0,003  0,022 
Building and ciyil engineering works  4,43  0,009  0,066  -0,001  -0,004 
Recovery and. repair services_  2,65.  0,005  0,040  0,002  0,011 
Wholesale and retail trade  3,92  . 0,008  0,059  -0,004  -0,028 
Lodging and catering services  :2;53  0,005  0,038  0,001  0,008 
-Railway transport services  2,46  0,005  0,037  0,001  0,009 
Road transport services  101,79  0,204  1,527  0,201- 1,505 
Inland watern•ays services  2,11.  0,004  0,032  0,002  0,018 
Maritime and  coastal transport services  2,13  0,004  0,032  0,002  0,016 
Air ti-ansport services  2,12  0,004  .  0,032  0,002  0,017 
Auxiliary ·transport services  4,63  0,009  0,069  0,007  0,049 
Communcations  0,84  0;002.  0,013  -0,001  -0,011 
·Credit and insurance  1,82  0,004  0,027  -0,017  -0,129' 
Business services provided to enterprises .  1,00  0,002  0,015  -0,005  -0,038. 
Renting of immovable goods  0,44  - 0,001  0,007  -0,001  -0,005 
Market services ed;, health etc.  1,16.  0,002  0,017  -0,003  .-0,026 . 
General public services  1,27  0,003  0,019  -0,015  -0,110 




OQJS  )  QQI? 
)  a o&6  ) 
Total' uses  4,08  0,008  0,061·  0,000  0,000 
.  . 
42  Percentage cha~ge  in cost of sector due to a 100 percent change in road transport. costs. Road transport 
itself faces a price increase o.f greater than 100%. There is a direct price increase of 100%; in addition 
the prices of inputs to  road transport also  increase as they themselves make use of road transport 
services, leading tci  an overall price increase of 101.8 percent. 
34 EXPLANATORY NOTE TO THE TABLE 
The table shows how the proposed Directive will affect the price of output from  each .of the 54 sectors 
listed. The table can be read as follows:  . 
Column A shows by what percentage the price of  output in a particular sector increases if  the cost of  road 
transport increases by  100%. This column captures both. the direct a.ild  indirect effect of transport cost 
increases. The direct effect is the increase in the cost of transport services bought by the sector itself~ the 
indirect effect is the rise in price of other inputs due to an increase in their costs of  production as a result 
of higher transport costs.  . 
Coh.unn B reports the effect of higher user charges on output prices. As higher use~ charges are exp_ected 
to increase the cost of transport by 0.2% (paragraph 3.4.2.2), the figures in column B are obtained by 
simply multiplying column A by 0.2%.  For example, user charges would raise the price of  agricultural 
produce by 0.005% (= 2.5% * 0.2%).  ·  ·  · 
Column C shows the impact on output prices of higher user charges together with sensitive rout~ charges. 
These measures are expected to increase transport costs by  1.5% (paragraph 3.4.2.5),  so  the effect on 
output prices is obtained by multiplying column A by  1.5%. 
It can be seen from columns Band Gthat no sector is dramatically affected bythe increase in transport 
costs. Even when both·user charges and sensitive route charges are used, the worst hit sector (mineral and 
derived  products)  faces  an  overall  cost  increase  of barely  0.13%.  (This  means  that  produce  from 
this sector originally -costing  1 000 ecu, would now need to be sold at  1 001.3  ecu to keep the sector's 
profits identical.) 
It should be stressed that the' cost increases reported in columns A and B are calculated on the assumption 
that the government makes no use of the revenue raised.  In practice, the money may  be used to reduce 
other taxes.  Columns D and E of the table show the net price effect if the revenue raised is reimbursed 
via the social  security  system:  The worst hit sector is  still  mineral  derived products, but the net price 
increase is now only 0.10%.  With reimbursement some sectors, mainly service industries, experience a 
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0,150 · Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for the use of 
· ·  certain infrastructures  -
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Community,  and  m  particular 
Article }5(1) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from  the Commission\ 
· Having regard to the opini.on of the Eco~omic and -Social  Committee
2
, 
Acting  in  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  189c  of the  Treaty,  m 








Whereas the efficient utilization  of the transport  system .in  the Community depends 
illter a!i(l on the establishment of  fair and efficient pricing in transport, in line with  the  . 
"user-pays" ·principle ; 
Whereas  the application of this principle  requires  t~e establishment of ·an appropriate · 
legal framework,  which  would  allow  all  Member. States. to  recover  their real  road 
infrastructure costs as-well as charge for external  costs, where appropriate; 
~  .  .  ..  .  .-
\Vhereas Member States should ensure the functioning of  the internal market and avoid 
obstacles to the free movement of goods or services within the Community; whereas 
the proper functioning of the internal  market in transpor:t calls for a reduction ·of the 
differences in the conditions ofcompetition in goods road transport due to unjustifiable 
~divergences in the levels, oftransport;.related charges, inCluding taxes and.otherrelevant 
levies;  whereas, therefore, vehicle taxes and -user-:charge rates should be set within a 
maximum and a minimum level; 
Whereas to ensure sustainable-transport in the Community it is important to encourage 
the u~e of more environmentally friendly means for the transportation of goods; 
· Where~s  those objectives should be ac4ieved in stages in order to avoid upsetting the 
stability of  the road transport market; 
OJ No C.· 
OJ No C 
OJ No 
38 6.  . Whereas  a  degree  of harmonization  of levy  systems  has  already  been  achieved 
through the  adoption  of Council  Directive  92/81/EEC  of 19  October  1992  on  the 
harmonization of the structures .of excise duties on mineral  oils\ as last amended by 
Directive 94!74/EC5
,  and  .Directive  97/82/EEC  of  19  October  1992. ·on  the 
approximation  of the  rates  of  excise.  duties  on ·mineral  oils
6
,  as  amended  by 
Directive 94/74/EC; 
7..  Whereas  the  Court  of Justice  of the  European  Communities,  by  its  judgment  of 
5 July  1995 in Case C-21194, Parliament v Councif, annulled Directive 93/89/EEC of 
25 October 1993 on the application by Member States of  taxes on certain vehicles used 
for  the -carriage -of .  goods  by  road  and  tolls  and  charges  for  the· use  of certain 
infrastructures
8
,  while preserving the -effects of that directive until the adoption of new 
legislation in the matter; whereas, therefore, Directive 93/89/EEC should be replaced 
-by this Directive; 
8.  Whereas under present circumstances the adjustment of national levy systems should 
be confined to commercial vehicles of more than a certain gross laden weight;  -
9.  Whereas  minimum rates for vehicle taxes need not apply in Member States where a 
u~er charge system is in operation; 
10.  Whereas the use of  more environment- and road-friendly vehicles should be encouraged 
through greater differentiation of taxes. or charges,  provided that such differentiation 
does not interfere with the functioning of the internal market; 
11.  . Whereas  certain  lo~al  domestic·  tni.nsport  operations with  little  impact  on  the 
Community  transport  market are  at  present  subject to  reduced  rates  of vehicle tax; 
whereas, in order to ensure smooth transition,· Member States should be authorized to 
. lay down temporary derogations from the minimum rates;  · 
12.  _Whereas Member States should' be permitted to apply reduced  rate~ or exemptions of 








Whereas existing distortions of  competition cannot be eliminated solely by harmonizing 
taxes or fuel  excise duties; whereas, however, until technically and economically more 
appropriate  forms·  of levy  are  in  place,  such  distortions  may ·be  attenuated  by  the 
possibility  of retaining  or  introducing  tolls  and/or  user  charges  for  the  use  of 
motorways; whereas; in addition, Member States should be allowed to levy charges for 
the use of  bridges; tunnels,· mountain passes and  sensitive routes; 
-_OJ No L 316,-31.10.1992, p.l2. 
OJ No L  365, 31.12.1994, p. 46. 
OJ No L  316, 31.10.1992, p.  19. 
· [1995l ECR 1-1827. 
OJ No L  279,  12.11.1993, p.  32. · 
39 14.  Whereas- the  definition  of "sensitive  routes"  should- be decided  by  the  Commission 
through a procedure involving ah advisory committee composed of representatives of 
the Member States;  whereas  the  availability  of adequate  service  providedby other 
transport ~odes should be a prerequisite before a route can qualify- as  sensitive;  ·  " 
·15.  -.Whereas tolls and user· charge-s  should neither be discriminatory nor entail  excessive 
formalities or create obstacles at internal borders; whereas, therefore, adequate measures 
- should be taken to permit the payment of  tolls and user charges at any time and with 
different current means of payment;  - · 
16.  Whereas the rates·ofuser charges should be based-on the duration of the use made of 
the infrastructure in  question·and be as close as  ·possible to the real costs caused by 
the· road  vehicles;  whereas  this  should  be  pursued  in  the  short  term  through  the 
introduction of limited differentiation of the rates according to the  damage caused to 
the. infrastructU're and. the environment;  -
.  .  . 
17.  Whereas,  in order to ensure that user charges and tolls are applied  homogeneously, 
certain rules for determining their manner of application should be laid  down,  such 
as the characteristics of  the infrastructure to which they are applicable, the infrastructure 
and external costs elements that their rates may cover and the maximum and ·minimum 
levels  of certain  rates; ·whereas in_ the  case  of tolls,  their  rates  may  also  take into. 
' . account a retUrn  on the capital invested at a rate attainable in  similar investments; . 
18.  Whereas two or more Member States·should be allowed. to cooperate for the purpose 
of introducing a common  system  of user  charges,  subject to compliance with some 
additional conditions;  - .  · 
19 .. · Whereas, in accordance with the principle of proportionality, this Directivelimits itself 
to the minimuni required for the attainment of the objectives under the third paragraph 
of Article 3(b) of the Treaty;  · 
20.  Whereas a strict timetable should  be~set for reviewing the provisions of this Directive 
and consideri-ng adjustments to them, if necessary, with the aim of developing a more 
territorial levy system, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE; 
CHAPTER I 
General provisions 
/  Article 1 
.  This Directive  applies  to  vehicle  taxes,  tolls  and_ -user  charges  imposed  on  heavy  goods 
vehicles, as defined in  Article 2. 
Thi~ Directive shall  not 'affect vehicles carrying out transport operations exclusively in the 
non-European territories of the Member States.-
40 It shall also not affect vehicles registered in the Canary Islands, Ceuta and Mel ilia, the Azores 
or Madeira and carrying out transport operations exclusively in  those territories or between 
those territories and respectively, mainland Spain and mainland Portugal.  ~ 
Article 2 
For the purpose of this Directive: 
(a)  "motorway" means a road sp~cially designed and built for motor traffic, which does not 









(i).  is provided, except at special points or temporarily, with separate  carri~geways 
for the two directions of traffic,  separated from  each other either by a dividing 
strip not intended for traffic or,  exception~ly, by other means;  ' 
(ii)  does not cross at grade with any  road;  railway or tramway track, or footpath; 
(iii)  is specifically designated as a motorway; 
,;toll"  means  payment of a  specified  amount  for  a  vehicle  trayelling  the  distance 
between two points on 'the infrastructure referred to in Article 7(2); the amount shall 
be based .on _the  distance ·travelled and  the type · of the vehicle; 
"user charge" means payment of a specified amount conferring the right for a vehicle 
to use for a given period the infrastructures referred to in Article 7(2); 
"vehicle" means a motor vehicle or articulated vehicle combination intended exclusively 
for  the  carriage of goods by road  and  having a  maximum  permissible gross  laden. 
weight of not less than  12 tonnes;  ·  ·  · 
"Euro I vehicle" means a vehicle having the characteristics set out in line A of  the table 
in  section 8.3.1.1  of Annex tto Council Directive 88/77/EEC
9
;  · 
"Euro II vehicle" means a vehicle having the characteiistics set out line B of the table 
in section 8.3.1.1  of Annex I to Directive 88/77/EEC; 
"sensitive route" means an  infrastructure where tolls or user charges may -be levied  in 
accordance with Article 7(a),  which meets the criteria mentioned in  Article 9(2) and 
which has been defined in  accordance with  the procedure set out in Article 10;  · 
"external  costs" are the costs of congestion,  air pollution and  noise; 
OJ  No  L  36,- 9.2.1988,  p.  33:  Directive  as  amen·ded  by  Directive  91/542/EEC 
(OJ No L 295, 25.10.1991, p.  1). 
41 ·(i). 
(j) 
"authorized transport operators" means those operators complying with the provisions of 
. Council  Directive  95/l8/EEC
0  in  the  ·case  of  railw:ay  undert~ngs  and 
Council Directive 87/5401EEC
11  in the case of inland waterway carriers; . .  . 
"operi access" means access within the meaning of Council Directive ·91/440/EEC
12 for 
railways, and of  Council Regulations (EEC) No 2919/85
13
,  (EEC) No. 3921/91
14
:  and 
(EC) No 1356/96












Belgium:  . · taxe de. circulation sur les vehicules automobiles/ 
verkeersbelasting op  de autovoertuigen, 
Denmark:  vregtafgift afmotork0retojer m.v.; 
Germany:  Kraftfahrzeugsteuer, 
. Greece:· 
Spain: 
(a.)  impuest6 sobre vehiculos de tracci6n mecimica 
(b)  impuesto sobre actividades econ6micas (solely as regards the amount of  the 
levies charged for m:otor vehicles),  · 
France:· 
(a)  ta.Xe  speciale sur certains vehicules routiers 
(b)  taxe differentielle sur les vehicules a  moteur, 
. ' 
Ireland:  vehicle excise duty, 
OJ NoL 143, 27.6.t'995,p. 70. 
OJ,No L 322;12.11.1987, p.  20. 
OJ No L  ~37, 24.8.1991, p.  25. 
OJ No L  280~  22.10.1985, p.  4. 
OJ No L 373, 31.12.1991, p.  L 
OJNoL 175,  13.7.1996,p. 7  .. 
42 Italy: 
---. 
(a)  tassa automobilistica 
(b)  addizionale del  5 % sulla tassa automobilistica, 
Luxembourg:  taxe sur les vehicules automoteurs, 
Netherlands:  motorri  j tuigenbelasting, 
.  ~. 
·Austria:  Kraftfahrzeugsteuer, 
(a)  imposto de camionagem 
(b)  imposto de circulay'ao, 
··Finland:  moottoriajoneuvovero/motorfordonsskatt 
Sweden:  Fordonsskatt 
United Kingdom:  vehicle excise duty. 
2.  Member States which replace any tax listed _in paragraph 1 with another tax of  the same 
kind shall notify the Commi.ssion,  which shall make the necessary amendments. 
Article 4 
Procedures for ·levying and collecting the taxes referred to in Article 3 shall  be determined 
by  each Member State.  · · 
Article 5 
As regards vehicles  regi~tered in the Member Statys, the taxes referred to in Article 3 shall 
be charged solely by the Member "State of registration.  · 
Article 6 
1.  Whatever the structure of the taxes referred to in Article 3, Member States shall set the 
rates so as to_ ensure that the tax rate for each vehicle category or subcategory referred 
to in Annex I is· not lower than the minimum. and not higher than the maximum laid 
down in that Annex. 
However, Member States may levy vehicle taxes below these minimum rates provided 
that they ·are applying a user~charge system in accordance with this Directive. 
Vehicle  taxes  for ·non-Euro  vehicles  shall  be  at  least·  10%  higher  than  those  for 
equivalent Euro I vehicles. Tax rates set for Euro I vehicles shall be at least 10% higher 
than those for equivalent Euro II vehicles.  · 
43 , 2.  Member States may apply reduced rates or exemptions for: 
(a)  vehicles usedfornational or civil defence purposes, by fire arid other  emergency 
services, and by the police, and vehicles used for road-maintenance;  -
(b)  vehicles which travel only occasionally on the public roads of the Member State-
of registration and are useq by natural or legal persons whose main occupation 
is riot the carriage of  goods, provided that the transport operations carried out by 
these  v~hicles  do  not  cause  dist.ortions  of competition,  and  subject  to  the 
Commission's agreement.  ·, .. 
3.  · Subject  to.  the  review  mentioned  in  Article  13,  Member  States  may  ·apply  until 
· 1 July  1998 special derogations for vehicles with a maximum of three axles, engaged 
solely in national local transport. 
4.  In accordance with the  procedure laid down in Article  10,  a Member State_ may be 
authorized to maintain further exemptions from  or reductions in taxes on vehicles on 
the grounds of specific policies of_ a socio-economk nature or linked to that  State's 
infrastructure. Such exemptions or_ reductions may apply only to vehicles registered in 
that  Member  State  which  carry  out  transport  operations  exclusively  inside  a 
well-defined part of its territory.  ·· 
5.  Without prejudice to the second subparagraph of paragraph 1 or to paragraphs 2; 3  and 
4 ofthis Arti<;le or to Article 6 of Council Directive 92/106/EEC
16
, Member States may 
. not grant any  exemption from,  or any  reduction in,  the taxes referred to in  Article 3 
which  would  render  the  chargeable  tax  lower  than  the  mmtmuin  referred -to- in 
paragraph  1 of this Article. 
CHAPTER III 
Tolls and  user charges 
Article 7. 
1-.  Member  States  may_ maintain  ·or  introduce ·tolls. and/or  user  charg~s 'under  the 
conditions set out in  paragrapi1s 2 to  11. 
2.  Tolls and  user charges shall  be imposed only  on  users of:  bridges; tunnels; mountain 
passes·;  sensitive routes;  arid  motorways or other multi-lane roads with characteristics 
similar to motorways.  ·  · 
'. 
However,  in  a  Member  State  where  no  general  network  of motorways  or  dual 
carriageways with similar characteristics exists, tolls and user charges may be imposed 
· . on users of the highest category of road in  that State.  -
16  OJ No L  368~ 17.12.92, p.  38. 
44 Following consultations with the Commission, and in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in the Council Decision of21 March 1962
17
,  tolls and user char~  may also 
be imposed on users of other sections of the primary road_ network, particularly where 
there are safety reasons for doing so.  · 
Following consultations with the Commission, and in  accordance with the procedure 
laid down by the Decision of 21  March  1962,  special  arrangements for border areas 
may be made by the Member States concerned. 
3.  Tolls and user charges  may  not both be imposed  at the same time for the use of a 
single  road  section.  However,  Member. States  may  also  impose  tolls  on  networks 
where user charges .  are levied,  for the use  of bridges,  tunnels,  mountain passes and 
sensitive routes. 
· 4.  Without  prejudice  to  paragraph  (11)  of this  Article  or  to  Article  9,  tolls  and  user 
charges may not discriminate, directly or indirectly; on the grounds of the nationality 
of the haulier or the origin or destination of the vehicle. 
5.  Tolls and user charges shall be applied and collected and their payment monitored in 
such a way as to cause as  little hindrance as possible to· the free flow of traffic and 
avoid any  mandatory controls or checks at the Community's internal borders.  To this 
end, Member States  shall cooperate in establishing methods for enabling hauliers to 
.pay  user charges 24 hours,a day, using  all  common  means of payment,  inside and 
outside the Member States in  which they  are applied.  Member  States  shall  provide 
adequate facilities at the points of payment for  tolls and user charges so as to maintain 
normal road-safety standards. 
6.  As from  1 January -1998  user charges, including administrative costs,  for all vehicle 
categories shall be set by  the Member State concerned at a level  that is betWeen 50% 
and 100% of the maximum rates laid down in Annex III  for the different categories of 
vehicles as indicated in Annexes II and III.  Whatever level  is chosen, the charges for 
individual vehicle categories must be in the same ratio to each other as the maximum 
7. 
17 
.·rates in Annex III.  ·  · 
On  1 January 2001  and  every  second  year thereafter these maximum  rates  shall  be 
reviewed.  When  necessary,  the  Commission 'shall  make  proposals  for  appropriate 
adj.ustments and  the Council shall  act on them, in accordance with  the conditions laid 
down ih the Treaty.  · 
User-charge  rates  shall  be  m  proportion  to  the  duration  of  the  use  made  of 
the infrastructure. 
OJ  No  23,  3-.4.1962,  p.  720/62;  Decision  as  amended  by  Council  .Decision  of 
22  November 1973  (OJ No L 347,  17.12.1973, p.  48)  . 
45 The payment of  user charges shall be possible on an annual, monthly, weekly and daily 
basis, at rates equal to 1/1,  1/12, 1/50 and 1/250 respectively of the annual rate in  each 
vehicle category.  -
1  ~ 
.  . 
A  Member State may  apply only annual rates for vehicles registered in that State. 
8.  Toll  rates  shall  be  set  so  that  the' resulting  revenues  do  not  exceed  the  costs  of 
constructing, operating and developing the infrastruyture on-which these tolls are levied, 
plus  a·  rate- of  return  attainable . in  similar  investment  projects.  In  addition, 
Member States may add an external cost element at a level reflecting the corresponding 
external costs, up to a maximum of ECU 0.03  per kilometre~ 
9.  In- accordance with  the procedure  laid  down  in  Articl~ 10,  Member  States  may  be 
authorized to charge external costs on sensitive routes, above the level provided for in 
paragraph 8, on presentation of  the justifications provided for in Article 9(1). In no case 
may the external cost component exceed ECU 0.5 per kilometre,  · 
On sensitive routes,  where no tolls are levied,  Member States may be authorized, in 
accordance with  the  procedure laid  down  in  Article  10,  to imppse  a  specific  daily 
· charge for external costs, on the basis .of the justifications provided for in Article 9( 1  ), 
up to a maximum daily rate of ECU  15, 
10.  The identification of the sensitive routes refered to in  paragraphs (3) ·and (9) of this 
·Article shall be made·· in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 10, and in 
. conformity with the criteria laid down in Article 9(2). 
11.- Each Member State may  ensure that the  emission and road-damage classification of 
the vehicles registered in their territory can be readily identified.  In the absence of a -
relevant  document  to  that  effect,  Member  States  may  apply  charges  as  for  the 
non-Euro vehicles and damage class III v~hicles.  · 
Article 8 
1.  Two or more Member States. may cooperate in introducing a common system for user 
charges  applicable to their territories as  a whole  .. In that case,  those Member States 
shall  ensure  that  the  Commission  is  closely  involved  therein  and  in  the  system's 
subsequent operation and possible amendment. 
2.  A common system shall be 'subject to the following conditions iri  addition to those in 
Article 7:  ·  ·  · 
(a)  the common user-charge rates shrul  be set by the participating Member States at 
levels that are  not higher than the maximum  or lower than the minimum  rates 
referred to in  Article 7(6), (7),  and (9); 
(b)  payment of the common user' charge shall give access to the network as defined 
by the participating Member Sta!es in accordance with- Article 7(2);  · 
' 
(c)  other Member States may join the common system; 
4(! 
:  I (d)  a scale shall  be finali_?=ed  by  the participating Member States whereby each of 
them shall receive a fair share of the revenues accruing from the user charge.  .  ~ 
Article ·g 
L  For the .purpose of defining sensitive routes and for determining the charges which 
apply on them in accordance with the procedure set out in Article 10, Member States 
shall provide the Commission with all  relevant data as well as their justification of the 
charges proposed. In the justifi-cation of the charges proposed, the following should be 
described·: the method and calculation which have been used to set the rates; measures 
taken to reduce the relevant external costs from all road users iri the area; and measures. 
taken to combat air pollution from  all  sources iri the area. 
2.  The  criteria which shall  apply  fer the determination of the sensitive routes,  are,  as 
appropriate: those used for assessing whether a motorway is congested and/or whether 
traffic on  it contributes significantly to poor air quality and/or noise pollution in  its 
proximity, in particular in zones and urban areas defined on the basis of Article 2 of 
Directive  [  ... ]
18  on  ambient air. quality  assessment  and  management.  Supplementary· 
conditions that shall be met are: the availability of adequate  service provided by other 
transport modes, 'including  open  and  non-discriminatory  access  to  infrastructure for 
authorized transport operators; and the existence of measures to combat a.ir  pollution 
from  all  sources in the area. 
Article  10 
I.  The  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  the  advisory  committee  created  under 
Council Decision 65/270/EEC
9 and  chaired by the representative of the Commission: 
2.  The representative of the  Commission  shall  submi! to the Committee a  draft of the 
measures to be taken.  The Committee shall  deliver its opinion on the draft within a · 
time limit which the Chairman may lay down according to the urgency of the matter, 
18 
19 
if  n~cessary by taking a vote.  · 
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition, each Member State shall have 
the right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes.  . 
The  Commission  shall  take  the  utmost  account  of the  opinion  delivered  by  the 
committee. It shall inform the committee of the manner in which its opinion has been 
taken into account. 
Common Position (EC) No 5/96, OJ No C 59,  28.2.1996, p.  24. 
OJ No 88,  24.5.19~5, p.  1473/65. 
47 CHAPTER IV 
Final provisions 
. Article  11 
This DireCtive shall not prevent the application by  Member States of: 
(a) ·  specific taxes or charges: 
levied upon registration of the vehicle, or 
- ·  imposed on vehicles or loads of abnormal weights or ciimensions; 
-(b)  parking fees and specific urban traffic charges. 
Article 12 
For the purposes of this Directive, the. value of the ecu in -national  currencies shall be fixed 
once  a year. The rates to be appli-ed  shall  be  those  in force on the first  working day  of 
. October and published in the Official Journal of the European Communities, and they shall 
have effect froni  1 January of the following .calendar year. 
Article  13· 
1.  No later than 31  December 1999,  the Commission shall present a report to the Council 
.  on the implementation of this Directive and. on the effects of Directive -93/89/EEC, 
taking account of developments in technology and traffic congestion . 
. Member States shall forward the necessary information tpthe Commission no later than. 
1 June 1999 in order to enable the Commission to draw tip the above report.  . 
Where necessary, thatreport shall be accompanied by proposals aimed at introducing 
a common system of road charging shall be based on the principle of territoriality and 
shall take infrastructure and external costs as  w_ell  as the potential regional impact into 
accounf  In that event the  Council  shall,  by. 30  June 2000,  adopt a common system 
which shall enter into force on  1 January 2001  atthe latest. 
2.  MemberStates intr~ducing electronic toll and/or.user-charging systems shall  cooper~te 
with the airri  of achieving inter-operability between those systems.  The Comn1ission _ 
shall  produce  an  interim -report  on  these  matters no  later  than  31  December  1998. 
In the report  it  will,  amongst  other  things,  examine  the  possibility· _offered  by  · 
Electroni~ Fee Collection systems with automatic classification and enforcement. 
l_  Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and adr.ninistrative provisions 
· necessary to comply with this Directive by  31 December  1997.  They  shall  forthwith 
inform the Commissio-n thereof.  .  . ·  ·  · 
48 When Member States  adopt  such  provisions,  these shall  contain a  reference to this 
Directive  or shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at  the  time of their  official 
publication. The procedure for such a  refer~nce·shall be adopted by Member States. 
2.  Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of  the main provisions 
of domestic  law  which  they  adopt  in  the  field  covered  by  this  Directive.  The 
Commission shall inform the other Member States thereof. 
Article 15 
Member States  shall determine the  sanctions  for  infringements of the national  provisions 
adopted in the implementation of this Directive· and  shall  take all  necessary  measures to 
ensure their enforcement.  The  sanctions thus  established shall  be  effective,  proportionate 
and-deterrent.  ·Member  States  shall  notify  those  provisions  to  the  Commission  by· 
31  December· 1997 at the latest, and all subsequent-relevant amendments as soon as possible. 
Article 16 
· This Directive shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Article 17 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. · 
Done at Brussels, 
49 
For the Council  -
The President 
·' ANNEX I 
,RATES OF TAX TO BE APPLIED TO VEHICLES 
Motor vehicles 
Number_ of axles and  Minimum tax  Maximum tax 
maxiriu~m permissible  (in ECU/year)  (in ECU/year 
gross laden "'eight  ' 
(in tonnes) 
Not less  Less than  Driving axle(s) with  Other driving  All vehicle types 
thari  air suspension or  axle(s} suspension 
recognized equivalent
1  systems 
Etiro II  ,.._,. 
2 axles 
'· 
12  .13  0  31  984  ' 
13  14  31  86  1 0,60 
14  15- 86  121  l  175 
I5  18  I2I  274  2 210 
3 axles 
I5  17  3I  54  1 287 
I7  '"  19  .54  Ill  I  438 
I9  21  Ill  144  I 481 
21  '  23  144  222  2 059 
23  25  222  345  3 133 
25  26  222  345  . 3 279 
' 
4 axles  -
23  25  144  146  I 784  -
25  •.  27  I46  228  2 059 
27  29  228  362  3 249 
29  31  362  537  4 7I4 
31  32  362  537  4 7I4 
Suspension recognized as equivalent in accordance with the definition in Annex III to 
Council  Directive 92/7/EEC of 10  February  _1992  amending Directive 83/3/EEC on 
. weights,  dimensions  and  certain  technical  characteristics  of certain  road  vehicles 
(OJ No L  57, 2.3.1992, p.  29). 
50  . Vehicle combinations (articulated vehicles and vehicle trains) 
Number of axles and  Minimum tax  Maximum tax 
maximum permissible  (in ECU/year)  (in ECU!year 
gross laden weight 
(in tonnes) 
Not less  Le'ss than  Driving axle{s) with  Other driving 
than  ·air suspension or  axle(s) suspension  All vehicle types 
recognized equivalent
1  systems 
Euro II  ' 
2+1 axles 
12  - 14  0  0  951 
14  .  16  0  0  I  103 
16  18  0  14  1 254 
18  20  14  32  1 406 
20  22  32  75'  1 557 
22  23  75  97  1 633 
23  25  97  175  1 784 
25  .  28  175  307.  2 476. 
2+2 axles  . 
23  25  30  70  1 784 
\ 
5  26  70  115  1 860 
26  28  115  169  2 011 
28  29  169  204  2 -B7 
29  31  204  335- 2 702 
31  33  335  465  3 751 
.,.,  36  465  706  7 252  .).) 
36  38  465  706  7 433 
2+3 axles 
36  . 38  ..  370  515  4496 
' 
-38  40  515  700  5 647 
3+2 axles 
36  38  327  454  3 959 
38  40  454  628  ·s 066 
40  44  628  929  7 494 
3+3 axles  .. 
'  36  38  186  .  225  2 768 
38  40  225  336  2 919 
40  44  336  535  4 316 
·Suspension recognized as equivalent in accordance with the definition ·in  Annex III to 
Council  Directive 92/7/EEC of 10  February  1992 amending Directive 83/3/EEC  on 
weights,  dimensio~s and  cetiain.  technical  characteristics  of certain  road  vehicles 
(OJ No L 57,  2.3.1992, p.  29). 
51 .. 
ANNEXU 
. ·classes of vehicles referred to in Article 7(6) and Annex III.· 
The vehiCles shall pe classified in sub,;,categciries  I, II and Ill  according to the degree of · 
. dainage they cause: to the road pavement in ari increasing order (i.e  .. class I  is the least 
·damaging to the road infrastructure). 
Driving ::lxle(s) with 
air suspenSion or 
··  recognized equivalene 
· Number of  .axles 
and maximum permissible 
gross laden weight 
. (in tonnes) 
Not less than 
2 axles' 
. - .  7.'5. 
12  . 
13 






























· ·axle(s) suspension 
systems 
Num6er of axles 
and maximum-permissible 
gross laden weight · 
(in.tonnes)  ·.' · 
Not less than 
2 axles 
7.5-' . 
.  12 
13 
14. 
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·  4 axles 
23  25 
25.  .21 
·.-.-:  . 
.  : II:·· 
.. 
Suspension recognized as equivalent in accordance ~ith the definition in Ann~x IU to 
Council  Directive 92/7/'EEC  of 10  February  1992  amendi~g  .Directive.83/3/EEC on 
.  weights;  dimensioi1s  and  :_certain· technical  characteristics  _of  cer:tain  road  vehicles . 
. (OJ No. L  57, 2.3.1992, p.  29). 
52  J· 
\ Vehicle combinations (articulated vehicles and vehicle trains) 
.....  .  .  -
Driving a:de(s) with 




·· · · · ·  axle(s) suspension 
systems 
NUmber of axles and maximum 
permissible 
Number of axles and maximum 
_  permissible 
· gross laden weight 
·  (in tonnes) 
gross laden weight 
(in tonnes) 
Not less than  Less than  Not less tbaiJ.  .  Less than 
2 + 1 axles  2 + 1 axles 
7.5  12  f) 
. 12  14  12 
14  . 16  14 
16  18  16 
18.  20  18 
20  22'  20 
22  23  22 
23  25  23 
25  28  25 







23  . 
25 
28 
23  25  23  25 
25  26  25  26 
.·  26  28  . 26  28 
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. 2 -t•3.-axles:· 
'36_:: ;: 
:·  ;8  ~ 
3+2axtes' 
I···  ·:  .....  36'  . , 
1;·.:  ·  ·38  ·" · 
·. ·Ao·,:· 
· 3 + 3 axles 
·38: 
.. , 4:o : 
36  38 . 
:··, 
.· · ··  =2·  +<{axleS·~;: :··.  ·  ·  :·: · ·  :  := ..  : ·.·  :.-.-:.  _::  ·; ·:  .:< ..  =---:->  :··  ·  .·  It  ·  ·:._.  · 
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··.  :  (: 38:  :  ::·.:  .·  .·.  ,  40  ·>  ill 
3 + 3 axles 
36.  38 
I 
N---•38._.  ....  ._  ..  _.  .•  4o._. .......  •.  _.  ..  •·;_38  ..•.  >. 
·.  '40•  <,.  . 44.  .  40 
·.  '/ 
Suspension recognized as equivalent in accordance with the definition in  Anne~ III to 
Council  Directive 9217/EEC  of 10 February  1992 amending Directive 83/3/EEC on 
weights,  din1ensions  and  certain  technical  characteristics  of certain  road  vehicles 
(OJ ~o. L 57, 2.3.1992,  p.  29) 
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-.. ANNEX III 
1.  Maxim~m amount of annual  user ch~rges referred to in Article 7(6) 
ECU 
Damage .Ciass ill  Daniage Class II  , Damage·  Class I 
NON-EURO  2000  1500.  ·1000 
EUROI  1850  .- 1350  850 
. EURO II  ·- 1750  1250  750 
2.  ·Minimum amount's of"annual user charges referred to in  ArtiCle 7(6) 
.  . 
·The .minim~~ amounts  of 'annual  u~er charges  are  set  at  so%  the  maximum  am~unts as 
specified above.  .  ·  ·  · .: .  · 
.  .  t  . 
·,·  .· 
54  .· IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM 
The .impact of the proposal on business with  special 
reference to small and medium-sized enterprises 
Title of the proposal:  Proposal  for  a  Council  Directive  on  the  charging  of heavy 
goods vehicles for the use of certain  i~frastructures 
Reference number: 
The proposal 
1.  Taking  account  of the  principle  of  subs~diarity,  why  is  Community  legislation 
necessary in this area arid what are'its main aims? 
This proposal is for a Council Directive to replace Directive 93/89/EEC on the application 
by  Member States of taxes on  certairi vehicles used for the carriage of goods by road and 
tplls and  user  charges  for .the  use  of certain  infrastructures,  which  was  annulled  by  the 
Eur~pean Court of Justice on 5 Jul~ 19?5 on grounds of  {'ro~edural i~egularities  .. To li;Void 
a legal vacuum the effects of the Dtrectlve were to be mamtamed untll the Counctl adopted 
new legislation. 
The proposal is therefore necessary in order to fulfil this legal obligation, 




allow  all  Member  States  to  recover,  in  a  fair  and  efficient  way,  their  real  road 
infrastructure costs, . as well  as  charge for  exter~al costs, where appropriate; 
further the development and proper  functioning of the internal market in transport by · 
reducing the differences in the conditions of competition in goods ·road transport due to 
unjustifiable divergences in the levels of transport-related charges, including taxes and 
other relevant levies;  ·  ·  · 
.  . . 
establish greater differentiation in  charging instruments, 'in. favour of the use of more 
environmep.t and road friendly vehicles, ·and, thereby,  promote sustainable transport in 
the Community. 
The impact on ·business 
2.  Who will be affected by the proposal? 
- · which sectors of business ? 
The· proposal· will  affect road  haulage operators using vehicles of·a maximum· gross laden 
· weight.equal to or exceeding 12 tonnes.  · 
Wherever  charges for external costs are introduced, they will affect  all vehicles in proportion 
to the costs they  impose~  ·  · ·  · 
- which sizes of  busi~ess (what is the concentration of small and medium-sized firms)? 
55 Road  tni.nsport  operators  in  the. Community  have  an  average  of about  __  4.4  vehicles  in 
operation .. ln 1990; 78%-of road haulage undertakings in the Member States, for which data 
are available, had between 1 and 5 vehicles in operation, 11% betwe_eh 6 and 10 amt 11% had· 
- - more than. 11  vehicles. The concentration therefore of sm~ll and mediuni-si'zed firms in the 
'  road sector is high.:However,· all sizes offinns with vehicles of gros laden weight 12 tonnes 
and mor~ will  be affected by the measures contained in the proposal.  . 
- · are  there·  particular  geographical  areas  in  the  Community  wher~  these_ businesses 
are found?  · ·  · 
The situation is.more or less. the same in .all Member States, . with the _exception of  A~~tria, 
Belgium and the Netherlands where the number of undertakings with more than 5 vehicles 
is somewhat higher, whereas in the Mediterranean countries as well as in Sweden and Finland 
more than 90% of the  oper~tors own betWeen  1 and 5 vehicles,·  .  .  ·  _ 
Mor~  ele~ents on these is~ues can be found in chapter 3.4.8._ of the Explanatory Memorandum 
· to the proposaL  ·  ·  · 
3..  ,What will businesses have to do to comply with the proposal? 
The~e are no additional obligations cin business resulting frofit  this_ proposal,  but~ to benefit . 
from the_proposed reduced user-charge rates for their "cleaner" vehicles,  hauliers will  need 
to have·in their possession  a document proving the environm,ental category (Euro I or' II) of 
their vehicles. Aquiring this document, however, is not expected to·create any significant new 
.·  obligations on business: (see also chapter 3.4:9 and 3A.10  of  the Explanatory Memorandum). 
'  .  .  .  -~  .  .  . 
4.  What economic effects is  the proposal likely to have?. 
- on  employment 
The proposal is_expected to lead to significant savings in infrastructure maintenance costs and 
has the potential: of substantially reducing congestion and environmental· costs on  sensitive 
routes  ..  These  cost  savings will strengthen  the  competitiveness  of the  European industry, 
which, in tum, will lead to positive effects on employment.  .  .  .·  ·  ·  . 
.  )  .  .  .  ' 
on investment and the creation of new businesses 
- .  .  .  .  . 
The  propo~al is. unlikely  to  affect  the  Greatibn  of new  businesses,  .but. it  is .  expected  to. 
influenct? investments in rolling-stock away from-the most road damaging and air polluting  -
types of vehicles towards the newer more road and environment friendly  models.  (see also. 
chapter 3.4.1 of the Explanatory Memoran?um). 
·  · - on. the competitive posit,ion of businesses 
/ 
The proposal seeks to harmonize the conditions. of  competion of  Community hauliers through 
the promotion of a more territorial charging system; 'which is expected 'to lead to a reduction 
of  the unjust differences in the economic/fiscal burden on them. See 'also chapter 3  .4. 7  of the 
Explanatory Memorandum.  - ·  ·  ·  , 
5.  Does the proposal contain  rile~sures to take aGCOunt  of the specific situati.on.-of small 
;t  and medium:..sized firms (reduced or different requirements etc)?  /  . 
The .proposal does not contain any  specific provisioris for small ot  medium~slzed firms .  . . 
·Consultation 
6. .  Li,-st of organizations which· have been. consulted concerning  the proposal and  he~ewith 
· is the outline of their rriain  views:  --·  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·.  .  - . 
56 A consultation meeting was held  on. the basfs of a working: document containing then main 
items  of this  proposal,  which  were  not included  in  Directive  93/89/EEC.  The following 
organizations were represented:  · 




the EUROCHAMBRES, and 
·the ''Comite  ~yndical des transports dans Ia <:E". 
Overall  the positions of these organizations were negative to a signjficant  increase of the 
maximum user charge level  and  the link of the proposal  to  the  Green Paper on Fair and 
Efficient Pricing in Transport leading to a premature taking  account. of external costs. They 
expressed .a serious concern about !}le likely impact of  the proposed charging instruments on 
transport costs and on the competitiveness of EU haulage industry.  .  -
To a large extent,"the views of the professional organizations we~e taken into account in the 
drafting· of the present proposal.  With regard,- in  particular, to the maximum levels of user 
charges  and  their  differentiation;  the.  rates  proposed  are  substantially  lo'Yer  than  those 
originally envisaged and contained in·the working document on which the consultation took· 
-place.  Furthermore,  painstaking· work  has  been  carried  out  by  a  number  of Commission 
. services  in  assessing· the  likely  impact of the  pr:oposed  chariges.  The -results  obtained  are 
· outlined in the Explanatory Memorandum to the proposal  and  confirm the neutral  or very 
limited (in the worst cases) impact of the proposed changes on transport costs.  · 
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